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GROWTH OF DISTURBANCES IN A FLAME-GENERATED SHEAR REGION ‘
By Perry L. Blackshear, Jr.

SUMMARY

The growth oj transverse velocity disturbances in the 8hear
region cuu.sedby a j?ame in a dwcttom examined theoretimlly
and experz”mentally. In the theoretiud 8tabiI?zlya~ysis, a
jlow fild artking from a Jlzme in a duct w analyzed. The
jfow was neutrdy stable to syrnmetriz dtiturbwws and un-
stable to antisymmdric ones. As a disturbance oj P“venjre-
queny movesdownstreamfrom thej?mneholder,a most-ampl&4d
frequency is jownd that is equal to@w velotily divided by duct
width. Disturbanm at freqwncies greater or les8 thm this
areless amphjied. The amount tkt an incomi~ dMurbanze
49ampl@d &.pens%on thejhn.e slope. -F’orthe mo8t-amplz@d
frequ-moy, t?wratio of tmninal to initial transversedisturbance
velom”ty23equal to (1.I)i’$m, where the slope is roughly turbu-
lentjkme speed dividedbyjimo velocity. Thti ratio oj hind
to initial transversedisturbancevelocity dependson inlet velocity
and$ame speed only in the statedmanner and is essentially in-
akpendtimtof density ratio.

T& crz”ticaluxwlength 8eparaJing di8turba?w@ thut grow
from those that do not grow mwies a-sa conw!.anttimtx jlame
width. The con-stantis 3)4jwfimes thatare narrow compared
w“th duct width and becomes injinite a-s thejlame reaches the
wall. The@w i-sun#able to disturbanceshaving UMveikngt?w
greater than criti2aL 11’rw, 8hort-wavekngth (i. e., high-
frequency) disturbanctx achieve their terminal amplijicatimu
near thfiameh older, while long-wavelengthdisturbamw achieve
tLsir8 jarther downstream. The most-amplz~ disturbance
achieves its terminal ampltjikztion when thejkme @s 0.60 oj
tlu duct. The resuk are related to mea.sumblequa.niiti~ in
theform of (1] jlam-e-frontd&placenwni,(2) phase velocity, and
(3) to a fist approximation, the e~ect oj disturbame frequency
on&ne-propa@ion velocity.

In the experimental part of the program dtiurbanas of
van.ousjrequenzi.a were imposed on a &me Adnked in a
dud, and the e#ec18were measuredby shudowphotography and
photonmltiplier-probe surreys. JZJ70rtito verify eJenwnt8of
the theoy are encouraqi~ but not cc-nclwioe. Reumna.ble
agreermmii8 achievedin the comparison offime-jront diap/uce-
meni and phcwevelocity. In the nua.8urern& of the e~ect of
fregueney of disturbawe on ji?ame8peed, there appeared to be
a mo8t-e$wibe jregu-ency, which tom twice the nw8t arnplijied
fregwnmy given ~ theory. There h no direci evi&n.ce of
transition due to the ampl&ied disturbances. The -@o wm

turbulent in all mm owing to tranmdionin the j7ameholder
bounday luyer, eiiher on theJ?amehdder or n+mrthe point oj
8epa@i5n. There was 8om4 evida.ce oj an increased small-
8cuieturbulencein thefime when kmg-wavekn.gthdi.stu.rbancti
were prtxwnt. In other worak, the Lzrge-amplitude, long-
waveltmgthdidurbam cm.se a 8ort oj tmnsiti.onin tb already
turbulent&nv and amplijy the smai?ler-8caledisturbcmcm.
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INTRODUCTION

The stability of the flow field arising from an anchored
flame in a duct is of interest for tmoreasons: (1) Experimental
investigations have shown that the turbtient flame speeds
attained in a flame anchored in a duct depend more on the
turbulence originating in the sheax regions generated by the
flameholder and flame than on the turbulence in the incident
gas stream; and (2) some transveme modes of burner reso-
nance encountered have been accompanied by an increase in
the rate of flame propagation.

DEPENDENCE OF TURBULENT FLAME SPEED ON
DISTURBANCES ORIGINATING IN SHEAR REGIONS

The problem of describing the flow field that arises when
a flame ia anchored in a duct was first posed and solved by
Scurlock (ref. 1). One result of this work was the relation
between the fraction of mixture burned and the local flame
width. Scurlock used this result to measure turbulent flame
speeds in an experiment originally designed to give the effect
of inlet turbulence on flame speeds. He found that turbu-
lence associated with two regions of shear flow masked, to a
great extent, the effect of imposed stream turbulence. Thw

JSupermdHNAOAl’wbnkdNoteW bgPmYL.BkokBIIear,Jr.,1$$8. -
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two regions am the near wake of the flameholder and the
shear region associated with the fully developed flame in
rLduct. The Mter shear region is caused by the pressure
~gwlient acting on gases of diflerent densitk Scurlock
calculated the veloci~ profle in this region.

In flow past cylinders without &m=, eddies are encoun-
tered. Scurlock found that the flame seated on a cylindrical
flameholder prevented eddies from shedding from the flam~
holder over the range of Reynolds numbers investigated (up
to approximately 15,000). Haddock (ref. 2) and Zukoski
and Marble (ref. 3), in investigating the mechanism of flames
seating on cylindrical rods, found that the boundmy layer
separating horn either side of the rod underwent transition
from laminar to turbulent flow. The transition point ap-
proached the point of separation at a Reynolds number of
about 104. References 2 and 3 show that transition in the
flameholder boundary layer is one mechanism for producing
turbulence in the shear region near the flameholder.

The role played by the second shear region cited by Scur-
lock as a source of turbulence ,has not been directly investi-
gated. After obtaining experimental results similaxto those
of Scurlock, several investigators [e. g., refs. 4 tWohl) and 5]
concluded that turbulence is generated in this region. The
arguments leading to this conclusion are briefly indicated
in the following discussion.

Theories of turbulent flame propagation have been postu-
lated for two types of turbulence: ~(1) turbulence with a scale
that is small compared with Iaminar flame-front thickness,
and (2) turbulence with a scale that is large compared with
laminar flame-flont thicknw-s (refs. 6 to 8). Experiments
conducted in the absence of shear regions yielded flame
speeds in good agreement with valu~ predicted by the large-
scnk-turbulence theory (refs. 9 to 12). Experiments con-
ducted in the presence of shearregions (refs. 4,5, and 8) gave
flame speeds higher than those predicted by theory. The
interpretation of this ditYerenmis the subject of a current
controversy (refs. 4, 5, 8, 13, and 14). It is generally agreed
that, when an existing shear region is of the @e associated
with an anchored flame in a duct, the higher flame speed is
due in part to turbulence amplified by or originating in this
shear region.

Rayleigh (ref. 15) ,observed that some jets and diifusion
flames are sensitive to certain imposed transverse disturb-
ances. From aninviscid stabili~ analysis,he found a ~
velocity prcdile unstable to antisymrnetric disturbances but
neutrally stable to symmetric wavy disturbances. This
result agreed with his observations on sensitive flames and
jets. Some of the limitations of Rayleigh’s work are con-
sidered in the theoretical section of this report. The analyt-
ical method used by Rayleigh is applied in the present ex-
amination of the instability of flame-zone flow to imposed
disturbances.

EFFECT OF COMBUSTOR OSCILLATIONS lN INCREASING
RATE OF FLAME PROPAGATION

A great variety of combustion-chamber resommces have
been observed in jet+ngine combustom (refs. 16 to 19).
These resonanw most often involve some mode of acoustic
oscillation in the combustion chamber. Reference 16 dis-
cusses modes that involve longitudinal gas and flame motion

and reports a deterioration in combustor performance when
these oscillations occur. Reference 17 discusses a type of
resonance identified as a transverse mode of oscillation in
the combustion chamber. Accompanying this type of oscil-
lation was an apparent increase in combustion efhciency
(ref. 17) and in the rate of flame spreading (ref. 18). This
type of oscillation, with an acoustic wavelength controlled
by duct dimensions, could possibly excite a wavy disturbance
that would subsequently be amplified by the flamo-genemtecl
shear region.

Unfortunately, these transverse modes (called screech)
also cause the dwtruction of the burner walls when the
screech becomes severe enough (ref. 18). Reference 19
shows pictures of the flame near the flameholder when n
combustor was resonating in a transveme mode. A strong
interaction was apparent in the form of flame wrinkles form-
ing at the flameholder and growing in amplitude as they
moved downstream. It seems apparent that at least one
of the ways the transverse oscillation increases the rate of
flame spreading is by wrinkling and hence extending the
interface between the burned and unburned gases,

If the oscillation that disturbs the flame at the fbmeholdw
is supplied locally (by some suitable exciting mechanism)
and not by the sometimes destructive combustor resonance,
some of the beneiits of screech can be realized without its
penalties. The gains in flame speed should be greatest for
those frequencies of excitation that are ampliiied by the
fkune. It is hoped that, by examining the sensitivity of (L
flame in a duct to imposed disturbances, an excitation
frequency may be found that gives the optimum increase in
flame speed.

This report is divided into three parts-theory, expwi-
ment, and discussion. Separate introductions are given for
the fit two parts describing the purpose of each. Tho dis-
cussion weighs the results of thq other parts and includes
some extrapolations.

SYMBOLS

A, 1?, 0, D constants of integration
b width of shear region in Rayleigh’s problem
b’ width of plateau in A velocity profile

complex phase velocity, ft/sec
: fkuneholder width
E voltage
F fraction burned
f frequency, cps
Q &; ~’=v; QW
Q’ gain; V’=v; (u’)l/Kl
Ii flame-front displacement from mean, ft
h, duct half-width, ft
& flame half-width, ft
E, constant, dF/[d(z/hJ] ‘
K, constant,dl&/eke,for an assumed flame-spreading

mechanism
3 proportionality factor .
k constant
L Eulerian scale of turbulenm, ft
1 length, ft
lF length of flame measured from wake, ft
1m. length of flameholder wake, ft
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THEORY:

merm pressure, lb/sq ft
pressure, lb/sq ft
perturbation pressure, lb/sq ft
Reynolds number
flame surfwe mea
time, sec
flow velocity in x-direction, ft/sec
flow velocity in z-direction in cold gas, ft/sec
flow velocity in z-direction at apex of hot-gas

velocity proiile, ft[sec
disturbance veloci@- in z-direction, ft/sec
flnmo speed, ft/sec
disturbance velocity in y-direction, ft/sec
coordinate in direction of duct axk, ft
coordinate perpendicular to duct axis, ft
wave number of disturbance, ft-l
wave number of disturbance based on initial

velocity and tiequency, j%rf Uo
wave number for neutral stability based on

inviscid analysis, ft-l
hot-gas velocity gradient, (U*– U,)/&, see-l
~-w
e-d,
e-h

%+$
‘&---r;
wavelength, ft
27/a,, ft ,
1+%
l—-r:
density, lb-sec’/ft4
density of cold gas, lb-se&/ft4
density of hot gas, lb-seca/ftA
perturbation density, lb-se&/ft4
y-distribution of disturbance amplitude, ft3/sec

critical
disturbed
frequency
imaginary part
lmninar
maximum
initial; plane of flameholder
measured from flame photographs
measured by photomultiplier
real part
turbulent
total
undisturbed

STABILITY OF FLOW FOR A FLAME IN A
DUCT

INTRODUfXHON

STEADY=TATE PLOW HELD OF A PLAME ANCHOR~m A DUCT

The problem of describing the flow field that exists when
n flame is anchored in a duct was first posed and solved by
Scurlock in 1948 (ref. 1). Subsequently, Tsien (ref. 20)
and others (ref. 21) elaborated on the problem. The follow-

ing table summarizes Scurlock’s and Tsien’s assumptions
m-d results as they pertain to the present work:

mmkmk mmmon ‘rden

(1) Fluid Iefneompnm-
fblo.

(2) Donaltyjum~frera
prtOP2aoi#3tbeSalne
front and is wnetant
In I?aJilmgfon.

(1) Vohfty proftleas a
fnnotion of flamo
Wfdtk fieltgbtly cQn-
Cawto fncomfnggrL3).

(2) Momontmn pres-
enrodropaeaamotkl
of aama Wfdtb (f. &,
et fractfonburned).

(1) Fhdd h steady-slat%
two-dlmm9fm@ fnvf.?zf~
non-heat-oondnoting
non-torbnkk

(2) Vahcfty, dfmsfty, and
pressureare nnffoi-nrat
cembutor fnle$.

(3) Sti ~fs~
fermat any oi-cmseotlon.

(4) The fiamebcdderfs of
negligltdeSIZ6and spins
the mmbneter.

(6) Tbefiamefrontfeof
n@f@e Wekness.

(6) The chamk b of con-
stantwfdtb.

Resolfs

(1) Pmctfon burned as a
fnnotfonof tlamewfdtb.

(2) Cald+!w valwlty as a
fumotionofllarnawfdth.

(1)TWOCiMs are&at@
cmnpredbleand fnrmm-
Predblo. In the frrcom-
pressfble, &nrlmk’s
awxnptkm (2) holds fn
thecempme, dmrsfty
faollomwl tovarybltbe
dlrwtionof flow.

(?) Der@ty mtfo h cOn-
atant~flamofrent
at any etatkm.

(S) The =locftg IXOfflek
aom_offeru8trafgbt-
Ifnemgrnents.

(D p= hot-m vdcdtr
as a ftmotfen of flame
width.

(2) LlmftfwMet veloeltg
beyond wbfch complete
COmbnSuancannotOmnr
09 a fnnctkm of deoslty
* (fm Conrpmle
-).

A stability analwis is made herein of a Parallelflow hwinz
a velocity profile ‘approximating the one-found by Scurloc~
by means of straight-line se~ents and a density distribution
as taken by Scurlock .(L e., constant pl/pJ.

STABJIJTY PROBLEM

The study of the origins of turbulent motion has received
considerable attention in the pastj particularly with respect
to turbulence occurring in boundary layers. One way of
treating the problem is to assume the existence of infinitesi-
mal wavy disturbances in the flowing stream and to seek the
comj.itions under which these disturbances are amplified
(refs. 22 and 23). In the application of this method to the
study of the stabili~ of the laminar boundary layer, a
major objective is to determine a minimum Reynolds number
below which all disturbances decay and to determine the
eilect of velocity proiile on titi minimum Reynolds number.

The amplification of wavy distwbances supposedly leads
to the transition to turbulence under certain circnmstrmces.
The desirability of maintaining laminar flow on airfoilsmakes
an understanding of transition an important practical
problem. In 1941, Schubauer and Skramstad conducted an
experiment in which the disturbances introduced into a
laminar boundary layer were carefully controlled (ref. 24).
They found a relation between the wave numbers of ampli-
fied, neutral, and damped disturbances and the Reynolds
number that conilrmed the predictions of the iniinitesirnal
wavy disturbance theory in almost every important respect.
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The practical value of learning about the stability of a
flow field created by a flame in a duct is in furnkhing in-
formation that will enable combustor designe~ to encourage
the growth of disturbances in this region, because turbulence
generally aids flame spreading. The information needed is
(1) a range of Reynolds numbem over which the flow is
unstable and (2) the kind of disturbance that possesses the
greatest rate of ampliihation within this range. In the
following qualitative discussion most flames of practical
interest appear to be in a Reynolds number range where
ampliiied disturbances always exist and where the wave-
lengths of disturbances that will be amplified maybe obtained
when viscosity is neglected.

If the disturbance varies as o’= p(y)efatz-et), where the
wave number a is real and the phase Wlocity c is generally
complex, then the stability of boundary-layer flows (or of
flows with symmetric profiles in a two-dimensional channel)
can be illustrated by a graph of values for a for neutral
stability (i. e., where the imaginary part of c vanishes)
against Reynolds number Re (ref. 22).

A profile without a point of inflection would possess the
following plot of a against Re for ci=O:

a

Stable

Re

Sketch (a) ~

This curve is called the neutral env$lope for the profile in
question. Inside the envelope, disturbances are amplified
(c,> O); outside, di%urbances are damped (c,< O). Proceed-
ing to the right from the minimum Reynolds number attained
by the c~=O curve are two branch~ of the curve ct=O As
Re becomes indefinitely great, both curves asymptotically
approach a= O.

For the prdle with a point of inflection, a similarreJation
a(@e) is obtained:

a

~q=o

Re
Sketch (b)

The signifksmt ditlerence between this plot for n profile with
an inflection point and sketch (a) for a profile without an
inflection point is that the asymptotic values of the two
branches approach difFerent limits for large values of Re.
The upper branch appreachw a=a,, the wave number for
neutral stability obtained by neglecting viscosity, and the
lower branch approaches a=O. The Reynolds number range
over which the flow with an inflection point is unstable
extends to indefinitely large Reynolds numbers, The flow
generated by a flame in a duct has, in effect, an irdkction
point.

It is desirable either by example or direct calculation to
determine the order of magnitude of the Reynolds number
range over which the neutral a departs from a,; that is,
where viscosity has a dominating influence. In two examples
in the literature, Pretsch (ref. 25) and Lessen (ref. 26)
examined a flow with a flex for stability. In both instances
the minimum Reynolds number for Ct=Oma of the order of
10; the maximum Re, where a for c~=O diflered from a, cal-
culated from inviscid theory by more than 2 percent, was of
the order of l@. The profle of referenw 25 is for a boundmy
layer with pressure rise; that of reference 26 is for the frao
boundary layer between streams of diflering velocities.

If these values are taken to suggest the order of Reynolds
number where the stability of a proiile with a flm is smsitivo
to tho &eds of viscosity, some idea of flame-zone sizes can
be estimated for the range of velocities encountered in jot
engines (i. e., 50 to 500 ft/see). For example, at 60 fed pm
second, the range of flame width where viscous forces ruw
important is 1/3000 to 1/30 inch. At 500 feet per second,
tha range is 1/30,000.to 1/300 inch. Most of the flame zones
of practical interest are much wider than these dimensions
and may be considered well within the range of Reynolds
‘numbem where disturbances are ampliiied and where
viscosity effects are small. Therefore, the following inviscid
stability analysis may give meaningful information on the
value of the -wavenumbers a where amplification can occur.

@ (ref. 22) and Heisenberg (ref. 27) have criticized the
use of broken-linb profiles because there is a separate solution
for c for each corner of the profile. These objections might
be met by the following observations:

(1) The steady-state flow field solved by Scurlock possesses
corners (places where the velocity gradient jumps) and em
be very closely approximated by straight-line segments
without introducing new corners into the profile. The jumps
in velocity gradient that occur at the c~rneraresult from the
assumption that the flame front is of negligible thickness
compared with the width of the flame zone.

(2) The following results show that the flame zone is
unstable to disturbances having wavelengths 2.5 times the
flame-zone width and greater. Thus, any rounding of the
corners over a distance that is small compared with the flame-
zone width should not affect the results; to the long-
wavelength disturbances that are amplitied, the corners will
still appem sharp.
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In order to examine the effect of cornem in a velocity
protie, three profles of a similar shape are shown in the
following sketch:

/

u

uy/As
Sketoh (c)

Each of these profiles has been examined for instability, and
a wavelength for neutral stability has been computed. The
scale of the abscissa is chosen so that the value of the neutral
wavelength is the same for the three profiles. The two
broken-line profl.leaare from Rayleigh (ref. 15); the contin-
uous profile, from Savic (ref. 28). These solutions correspond
to the antisymmetric disturbance. The flow in each c&e
is inviscid.

A similar comparison can be made between the velocity
profile U= 1+sin[(2@/Z) – (r/2)] treated briefly by Lin
(ref. 22) and a corresponding broken-line approximation.
Lin’s resultyields a~=~~ for the sineprofile. Equation (37)
in the following analysis was used to obtain the dimensions
of a profile having the wne aJ. The following two profiles
me given for flow between parallel walls, o’ vanishing at the
walls:

u

Wall Y Wall

Sketch (d)

Since the widths of the profiles composed of broken-line
segments are so nearly equal to those with continuous veloc-
ity gradients (having identical neutral wave numbers), it is
believed that the broken-line profile used herein does not
involve the introduction of extraneous solutions.

INTERPRETING RESUL~ OF STAIXUI?Y ANALYSIS

The stability analysis gives an ampl.ifieationrate act and
a phase velocity c, for disturbances as functions of the wave
number a and the fraction of duct occupied by flame l&/L for
any onestation along the axis of theduct. From this informa-
tion a stability map is constructed, consisting of a plot of
contours of constant cw on a grid of ahl against &/hl. This
is a generalized map, with no assumption regarding the rate
of change of flame width with distance. Lines of constant
frequency are shown on the stability map calculated from the
phase velocity cr. From the map and an assumption of the

nature pf flame-spreading rates, the total amp~cation of a
disturbance of given frequency is calculated.

Some aspects of this information are reduced to measurable
quantities that ean subsequently be compared with experi-
mental results. These quantities include

(1) Qualitative dependence of turbulent flame-spreading
rate on disturbance frequency

(2) Relation between critical wave number and flame
width

(3) Qualitative behavior of amp~ed disturbances as
tiected by the steady-state condition (veloci~,
fuel-air ratio)

One section of the analysis deals with the effect of a flame-
holder. of tite size on the steady-state pro~e and hence on
the stability analysis.

STABILITY ANALYSIS

STEADY+TATE SOLUTION

The equations for incompressible flow derived by Tsien
(ref. 20) relating 17,, 77., U*, pJ@, LA, and 1’ are listed
fit; these relations are based on the assumption that the
velocity proiile can be approximated by straight-line seg-
ments:
Apex velocity:

(1)

Hot-gas velocity distribution:

6=d’+M3’-11-{Jmm-$}t
(2)

Flame width:
-.

2=(+%-:;++:[(9+ ‘3)
Fraction burned:

F=+(+)
0

(4)

The hohgas distribution (eq. (2)) and the relation between
&/hI ~d ~1/~~ (eq. (3)) me wed in interpreting the results
of the stability analysis. In the analysis the hot-gas velocity
distribution (eq. (2)) is represented by

U=ul+(hl-y)e (Y<o
where

U’–u,/3=7

Tsien’s analysis says nothing about the distribution of &/hl
with distance z. This must come from further assumptions
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regarding flame slope, flame speed, or rate of change of F
with z. For the present it is sufhcient to say that the rate
of change of h/hi with z is small; that is,

-----

where x is the wavelength of a disturbance of interest.
The stability of the profle assumed by Tsien, which closely

approximates that calculated by Scurlock, is treated as a
parallel-flow problem.

PIllST-ORDERDISTURBANCEPROBLEM

Two excellent summary papers are available on the sta-
bility of parallel flows (refs. 22 and 23). No attempt to
review the field is made herein. The method employed here
dates back to some of Rayleigh’s early work (ref. 15) with
very slight modi&ation. The development of the disturb-
ance equation that follows is horn reference 29.

The flow is assumed parallel, inviscid, incompressible,
plane, and non-heat-conducting. Gravity is neglected.
The equations of motion are

(5)

(6)

The fluid is assumed incompressible (but the density is
allowed to vary with y), so that

and the equation of continui~ is

(7)

(8)

Let
?f.=U(y) +U’ (Z,’y,t)1

V=w’(qg,t)

) (9)
p=p-+p’ (W@)

P=F(y) +P’ (%YJ)

where primed quantities are of iirst order of smallness.
Assume u’, v’, p’, and p’ to vary with z and t as e~tz–e~,
where ~ is real and c, in general, is complm.

By substituting equation (9) in equations (5) to (8) and
retaining terms of the first order, equations (5) to (8) become

[ 1
F ia(u-c)u’+; v’ =--iap’

imdu—c)v’]=-~

(lo)

(11)

&_.
b@–c)p’+tixj––

$+&w’=o

(12)

(13)

Eliminating p’, p’, and u’ from equations (10) to (13)
yields an equation for o’:

(u-c) (~–cw)–r$~:+;*‘[
,a

7
~_c) $–v ~ =0

(14)

It is apparent that, though equations (7) rmd (12) nm
useful in defining the type of incompressible flow field as-
sumed, they are not required to obtain the disturbance
equation (14) unless it becomes necessary to specify p’.

Deiining
v’=-iaw(y)efi@-et)

equation (14) becomes

In regions where 7 and di7/dy are constant, equation (16)
reduces to

(M)

with the solution

The disturbance velocities given by definition and equn-
tion (13) are the real parts of

uJ=(A1@—A@-d)ef a@-ct)

#= —~(A1ed+A2e-d)ef a@-cf)
}

(18)

BOUNDAFLYCONDITIONS
..

The geometry of the flow field is shown in figure 1. Equn-
tion (16) and the solutions (eqs. (18)) apply to onch of tho
regions 1 to 4 considered separately. The establishment of
th; boundary-value problem consists in assigning suitmblo

-’;’’--=4=27’’(’+
FIINXtEI.—Geometry of flow field.
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boundary conditions at the walls and at the boundariw of
regions 1 to 4. These boundag conditions are:

(1) v’ vwishes at y= ~~.
(2) 0’ is continuous at interfaces
(3) p’ is continuous at interfaces (or, equivalently, the

complete eq. (14) integrated across each interface is satiatied).
Let the equation of the interface at y=h~ be

?J=lb.+l@,t)

(In the following derivation the subscripts
conditions evaluated in a region m or n.)
order of appro.simation, at the interface,

(19)

m and n represent
Then, to the tirst

(20)

where U is the mormveloci@ at the interface. In order for
tlm pressure to be continuous at the interface, it is necessary
that

dpm dpn— .—
(Iz, dzl

where w is along the interface, or equivalently in the
z,y-systomj

whcro at the interface
ay_ah———
ax ax

I?rom the equation of motion,

where

(21)

(5)

(6)

U=U+u’

v= v’

}

(9]

p=P+p’

By retaining terms of zero- and tit-order approximations,

ap apf (yx=~= —P ~+ug+v’ +;
)

%’%=-’’(%+U%) }

(22)

or @@z and bppy are first-order terms. But, from equa-
tion (20), it is clear that tY@c is of the first order so that
the products (bp/by) (bh/bz) are of the second order, and
equation (21) becomes

(23)

(24)

at the interface between the regions m and n. Equation
(24) remits from a necwsary condition for the pressure to
be continuous at surfaces where either F or dU/dy jumps.

In order to show that this condition is equivalent to re-
quiring that the integrated equation (14) be satisfied at the
interface, equation (14) is written

Integrating equation (25) across the interface gives

[
aO~ avm

1[

1 au=Fm (pa-c) ——v& —
%% 1

=& (iCT=-c)!?%_&_ay- ay

which, with the insertion of the continuity equation, becomes

[
a

1[
,au=

i% (U.—c) -#Vm —
au.

% 1
=ii P.—4 “* o;—

%4
(26)

But u’ vaxies as e%c-’o, so that equation (26) can be recog-
nized as another way of writing equation (24).

The boundary conditions can be written

7+() at y=hl (27a)

o;=~ at y=h (27b)

(27c)

<=4 at y=O (27d)

PA_.%at Y=-j
ax – ax

(27e)

&=v; at y= —~ (27f)

(27g)

v:= () at y= —~ (27h)

where the subscripts 1 to 4 denote flow regions (fig. 1).

SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY-VALUB PROBLEM

The solutions of equation (16) for regions 1 to 4 (fig. 1)
are written as follows:

Region 1: ~=Alt@+Aze-=v

Region 2: ~=Blefl+BSe-d

Region 3: n= Cfl@+ Cze-&

Region 4: ~d=D@+Dti-&

(2s)
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Inserting equations (28) into equations (27) results in eight gquations in the eight unknowns ~1, &, . , . 11~. Tho
requirement that 411,112, . . . ~s have nontrivial solutions is

: (U,-C) -H-c”; -[@’-c@ [@’-c’-:l” 0

0

0

0

0

0

0 1 1 –1

o 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

–1 –1 –1

o @7*_c)+E
[ 1[ 1

– (u*-c)-: – (u*-c)-: (u”=c)+~
CY CY o 0

1 —7: 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

[ @’-c’-:]” -[@’-c’+a -fw’-c)z :@’-c’

o 0 7; 1

=0

(29)

Where w =e-ak’ and w =e-u~. By asigning Z7,=0 (this merely alters the real part of c) and ~operatingon rows 1, 2,
3, 6, 7, and 8, equation (29) can be reduced to the determinant

where

+q

On espanding and simplifying, equation (3o) becomes \

o

–1

?l+c++

t: C+C–J’
a

❑0

where
1+7;@-
1—7:

One root can be seen to be wholly real:

(30)

(31)

(32)

This can be identified as the root belonging to a symmetric disturbance by assigning ~=o~=O at y=O in equation (27).
In this case equation (30) reduces to

1 I
(33)

which yiekk equation (32) as before. The remaining two roots,
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PI
h“%l+t:(w-1)+ +{,; (&z&l)] 2-4 (r:t+l)(d,E–1)

c=– 1 (34)

can similarly be identfied as roots belonging
equal to O:at y= —~ or (from eq. (28))

Using equation (35) in phme of equations (27f),

2(’2+1) J
.-

to an antisymmetric disturbance. One way of doing this is to set v; at y=h,

B,+B,’r;– cl-r;– C,=o

(27g), and (27h) gives for the determinantal

o 0 0 0

–1 —?’; o 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

1 1 –1 –1

(35)

equation

=0 (36)

with roots of equation (34) for c as before. That the root for the symmetric disturbance c= @/a) ~(P1/w) +g]-’ is wholly real
implies neutral stwbili~. For the symmetric disturbance, then, the inviscid analysis does not yield information on wave
numbm where amplifi&tion occurs, but merely suggests that the profile is relativ~ly stable to s~etric disturbances and
mmtrally stable in the limit of infinite Reynolds number.

The roots corresponding to the antisymmetric disturbances (eq. (34)) are complex when

4(’:’+l)(~’-l)> [~+’: (*-1)12
(37)

The complex root having the, positive imaginary part corresponds to an amplified disturbance. The denominator of
the right side of equation (34), 2[f(p,/P))f+ 1], when written in full,

(P
z fie, -::::~, ::-+:~+1)

is positive for ~<1~1; that is, for the flame zone contained within the duct. Therefore, the amplified root of equation (34) is

B

{

h-xl+t: (tab*-l)+Jh@+r: (&&-1) ]’-4(r:t+l) (at–l)
~=–

a

2(’:’+1) 1 (38)

Sincmthis is nn~inviscidanalysis, the damped root of equation (34) can have no meaning (ref. 22) and is consequently ignored.

RESULTS

The disturbance amplitude grows with time as e=~, where aci is (from eq. (38))

(39) “
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since
tin-g, AUfl=T=x

The quantity under the radical in equation (39) is inde-
pendent of local (U*— ZJ)~ valuw. This quantity is
plotted in figure 2 as a function 2A for the following
conditions:

E=l hlim ~=o
P2 h+.

:=5, 7
h–=0.25, 0.50,0.75
h

The fit set of conditions corresponds to Rayleigh’s solution
for the stability of an unconfined jet. The second set of
conditions represents density ratios that are expected in a
flame in a duct for three flame widths. The values of the
parameter ac,(2h,/AU) in iigure 2 go fkom O at 2&=0
through a maximum, then to O again at a finite value of
2&. For a given value of 2&/AU, this parameter beha~es
as the ampli&ation rate act.

It is clear horn figure 2 that, for constant density, the
flow is more unstable the smaller &/h, becomes. For con-
stant h#Ll, the flow is more unstable the smaUer pl/pgbe-
comes. The influence of density ratio and wall proximity
on the st~bility of the subject profle is in keeping with ex-
perimental observations of another type of profile with a
flex-namely, the wake of a cylindrical rod. The stabilizing
effect of density ratio is illustrated in reference 1, which
notes that a flame anchored in the wake of the rod inhibits

.52

.48

.44

.40

7
<a
N a .36

$

g .32
z
~ .28
~
j .24
.:
g 20
=

2 .16

.12

L)8

.04

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 $2 3.6 4.0
Wave-number parameter, 2,ti2

Fmmm 2.—Amplification-rateparameterfor ~ profile.

vortex shedding. The stabilizing effect of wall proximity is
illustrated in reference 30, which shows that wall proximity
increaseathe minimum Reynolds number for the occurrence
of shed vortices.

The stabilizing influence of the walls is further illustrated
in figure 3. Figures 3(a) and (b) show tho values of 2u&
for neutral stability and maximum instability plotted ogainst

I I , ,-,,%

\

_.
>
a (c)t=
301 I I I I I 1 I I

.2 .4 .6~ 1.0
Fractian of cross sect!on filled by flame zone, h2/hl

(a) ~ave-number parameterfor neutral stabillty.
(b) ‘Wave-numberparameterfor maximuminstability.

(o) Amplilioation-rateparameterfor maximuminstability.

FIWRE 3.—lVav&number parameter for neutral stablllty and rnmi-
mum instabillty,mand amplitiaation-rate parameter at maximum
infstabfity for ~ profile.

\
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(n) Density ratio, 7. (b) Density ratio, 5.

FIGUZD4.-Stability map for flame in a duct. Contours of constant ampliiioationrate are given by lines of constant acJ(2~l/U.). Lines of
constant frequency show path a given disturbanceoriginatingat flameholdertakes es it propagates along flame zone at phwe velooity.

llJhl, I?ignre 3(c) shows the amplification parameter
LYCt(21&J/AU) for maximum ampliikation rate plottetagainst
h#&,. Both the amplification rate and the range of the
parameter 2A diminish as the flame fills the duct.

CONBTEUOHONOFSTAEILITyMAP

In considering the effect of disturbance amplification in
the flame zone, local growth-rate contours as a function of
wave number and flame-width ratio &@l present nearly all
the important information. Such a plot is called the stability
map of a flame in a duct. The map is constructed from the
d~ta of figures 2 and 3 and from the steady-state relation of
l?*/Uo and U1/Uoas functions of &/~ (eqs. (1) and (3)) in
the following manner. Given: (UII’UO)(hJhJ, (U*/U.) W
hl)j and [ac,(2L/AU)](2c&, h#il) for a given ~/~. The
quantity desired is [ac~(2h,/UO)](2A,, ~/~). This quantity
is obtained through suitable cross plots of figures 2 and 3 and
equations (1) and (3) by setting 2c&=2c&/(&/~):

(40)

The resulting stability map is shown in figure 4.. Contoum
of constant dimensionless amplification rates acf(2h1/UO)are
shown as functions of the dimensionless wave number 2ahl
rmd dimensionless flame width L/hl for ~/% of 7 and 5.
These contoum are in a region bounded by 2&= ~, O;
h2/h,=O; rmd the line of 2& for neutral stability (i.e., the
critical 2ahl as a function of L/&).

PHASE VELOCITY

A disturbance that distorts the flow and therefore distorts
the flame front has a wavelength k=2T/a. Such a dis-
turbance if introduced at the flameholder travels along the
flame front at the phase velocity c,. This can be seen from
the variation of the disturbance with z distance and time;
that is,

& ~ eia(~t~)=ea%~eiu(%-.,~)

In order to follow the amplification rate of a given dis-
turbance, it is necessary to follow a disturbance of constant
frequency. The relation between frequency and wavelength
is

The quantity ~ from equation (38) is
1

/

for

(41)

given by

(42)

.

[lw+r: (&drl)]–4 (r:t+l) (dhf–l)<o

and by

(43)
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for

k+r: (ww–1)–4 (r : t+l) (aE–l) 20

A plot of this quantity against & is given for p,/ti=7 at
fi#i,=O.25, 0.50, and 0.75 in figure 5(a). Also shown in
figure 5(a) for comparison is (c,– U,)/(U*– U1) for PJP2=

6, WLI=O.2S and for PJAU=L WT=O.

Note that
G—ul o— .

:5 U“—ul

From the steady-stat e solutions,

lim (U*-UJ=O
h#$~+

Therefore, at the flameholder c,= U,= U,. Then it is con-
venient to relate the local wave number to the wave number
at the flameholder by

u~=q —0 (44)
G

where aOis the wave number at the flameholder, which is
related to the frequency of the disturbance~ and Uoby a.=
&r/U,. By means of equations (42), (43), (44), (l), and
(3), values of a(~~, ~/hl) were ~c~atid; these are show
in figure 4 as lipes of constant frequency. These lines enable
one to follow the local amplification rate of a disturbance of

.8
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!

b
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v
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Fraction of cross sect[on filled by flome q h@l.

(a) Plmw-velooity parameter for ampli6~ and neutral disturbance
as function of wave-number parameter.

(b) Ratio of phasevelocity to cold-gas velooity at three frequenciesas
funotion of &/hl for density ratio of 7.

Fmurm 5.—PhaS0-velooityparameters.

given frequency from the flameholder to some station clown-
stream and are so employed in a later section.

An additional calculation for the phaso velocity was made
for later comparison with experimental data. In fqyre 6(b)
is shown a plot of cJU1”against ~/~ for PJW of 7 and 2aJl of
8, 12, and 16. Th@e data enable direct comparison of
measured values of phase velocity with values predicted from
the stability analysis.

DISTURBANCE GROWTH

A qualitative picture of the nature of the clisturbancm
propagating at phase velocity is shown in figure 6. Th@
streamline distributions are given for a neutral disturbanm
in a reference plane moving at the phase velocity c,; in this
frame of reference, the streamlines me no longer a function
of time. Motion is relative to the “eyes” of the disturbance
centers. In the hot flame core, the gas moves faster than cr;
in the colder gas outside the flame, the gas moves slower
than c,.

To picture what happens to an amplified disturbrmco,
imag+ne the y-amplitude of the wrinkles in figure 6 to bo

—Flow

l-- -1

. .. Jjijiiji’@______ - — —
----- -

—

FIGUEE6.--Streamlhm of neutral disturbarsoe moving at phase
velooity.

growing from right to left. In addition, the flarm width is
increasing gradually, as is the phase velocity; and thereforo
the x- and y-spacing of the “eyes” is increasing in the dhwtion
of flow until a neutral situation is reached. .4t each z-stution
the disturbance has a local growth rate acf thot acts over a
short time At. Then (since z is related to time by dz=c,dt),
at any time t after the disturbance originated at the flamo-
holder, the amplitude is

(45)

where o: is the amplitude of the disturbance at the flame-
hold& on the centerline of the profile?

Up to this point, the independent variables kave boon tho
dimensionless wave number 2& and flame width h.#Ll, In
order to evaluate equation (45), it is necwwuy to um tlm
relation

(kc
Z“G (40)

and some -umption concerning the variation of &./hlwith z,
Two simple assumptions are used that bracket the variation
of i&/l&with z found by experiment and facilitate the intogra-

: The IlaMngof the pomllol-tlowsdatkms by CmmrvJngr’ okmgthe cantorllaob thosbrv
pled bnt not nweswlly tbo = of SOV@ a~ble chol~
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tion of equation (46). These assumptions are (1) that the
flame is linear:

(47)

and (2) that the change in fraction burned with distance is
linear:

(48)

A qualitative comparison of the way these assumptions
describe a flume surface is given in the following sketch:

h,

//

/
/ “Ld!?. ~2

/ dx
/

/

o x/hi

Sketch (e)

Inserting equations (46) and (47) in equation (45) results
in

(49)

The tmm in parentheses is called the gain (1, which is inde-
pendent of the value of the propagation rate K2.

A similar derivation can be made for the alternative foln
of heat release; that is, for

~F=K,
d~h,

which yields

(50)

whore the term in parentheses (71is independent of the value
of K1.

The values of Q and Q’ can be obtained by graphical
integration. They give relative values of amplification of a
disturbance of given frequency when integrated along a
constant-frequency line in figure 4. l?igure 7 gives the
results of such an integration carried horn h/~ of O to 1 for
a range of 2CWh1and for the following conditions: Q is given
as a function of 2a~l for pi/w of 5 and 7, and @ is given
as a function of 2a~1 for pi/m of 7. It is apparent that, for
the conditions examined, there is a most-amplitied frequency
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.

108

L
C- I.06

z

I .04

I .02
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I .05

I .04

G

.E-I.03
~

I .02

.

1.01

1.OOO z q 6 s ,0 ,2 ,4 ,6 ,8

Wav&number parameter, 2a. hl

FIwmm7.—Gain9for flame iilliug the duct.

corresponding to a value of 2cr&1 = 6. Recall thatj=2a&l UO/
2iT2~ or the most-amplifled frequency is approximately
~= UO/2~. This frequency does not depend upon a rate
of flame spreading; it w-as obtained by aswming that a
mode of flame spreading is specitied. Approximately the
same frequency obtains for the two modes of flame spreading
spec%ed.

Not only is the most-amplifled frequency in figure 7 at
PI/m of 5 very near that for pdm of 7, but also the numerical
values of the gains are very nearly the same. This latter
occurrence is due to two opposing influences: For a given
U*— U,, the profle having the lower value of p,/PJhas D
higher amplification rate, and a disturbance of given fre-
quency is ampliiied over a wider range of hJh,. On the
other hand, at any value of L/h,, U*— UI is smaller for
the smaller pi/M.

The growth of the disturbances for fractional values of
hJh, (or F) was calculated by taking the integral in equation
(49) or (5o) to fractional values of h,/hl (or F). The results
are shown in figure 8, in which the gains Q and (7’ are plotted
against hg/k or F for values of 2aA horn 2 to 18. For some
values of LA< 5, there are frequencies higher thrm those
corresponding -to 2aJL1 ss 6 that locally exhibit a maximum
gain. The fact that for values of &/hl< 0.5 there is a local
ampli.tication that depends on frequency is used later in
comparing analysis with experiment. As h#Ll decreases,
the frequency that is most amplified increases.
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FIQmmS.-Gains as function of hJhl for family of initial wave-number
parameters. Densi@ ratio, 7.

DISTURBANCE VELOCITY DZSTRZBUTZONZN LI-DZRECTZON

The way the dis&bance velocity v’ varies along the axis
of the duct is shown in figure 8. In reducing the regnlti
of this analysis to measurable quantities, a qualitative
picture of the way the disturbance yelocity o’ varies across
the duct is needed. Such a picture can most easily be
obtained by considering a neutrally stable disturbance.

From equations (18) and (2S),

(51)

where vi ~ is the disturbance velocity at y in region 2, o; is
the disturbanw velocity at the centerline, and yB=e-@. In
the region L S y Sl&, V~,V/&ti*can be obtained horn equa-
tions (18), (27), and (28) in the form

(52)

The ratio BJBq can be obtained from the equation repre-
sented by the first row in the determinantal equation (3o)

(~_+tPlc ~,+)( –c~f~c $B,–o
a Pa a ).Pl —

(53)

Recall that @/at in equation (30)
[(U*– U,)/(c– U,)], which for real
equations (42) and (43).

is the samo as (l/&)
values of c is given in

‘A seriesof Calculatio& was made to obtain the reprwentw
tive behavior of o~2/ujacrosa the duct, and the results are
shown in iignre 9 for pl/&of 7. The critical h.Jhlis tdcrm M
the value where for a given frequency the imaginary part of
c becomes O. Figure 9(a) shows the vaIue of oj,/vj at tho
critical L/k plotted against initial wave number 2aOh1. l?or
2aj& >8 (i. e., for (~/~ m<0.46) the value of v&/v~= 0,2.

The ratio decreases at 2a&,<8 (i. e., for (&#@,,>O.46) as
the flame approaches the wall.

b figure 9 (b) the value v&/oj is given for a fixed frequency

corresponding to 2a~l= 12 following a disturbance along the
duct from the flameholder (h-z/&= O) to the station where
the flame touches the wall. The dashed portion is intor-
polatixl between ~/&=O (where oj2=oj) and hJhl= (hJhl),,
(w-herethe calculation starts). J.t is obvious from this CIWVO
that, if-o& is measured instead of v:, the apparent growth

rate is not as rapid for &/hl< (hJhJ~ aa for o:, simply be-
cause of the velocity distribution. Also, for hJ~> (&./h,)~
there is an apparent decay in via owing to this distribution,
de@ite the fact that the value of V; is neutrally stable. This
latter point is employed in comparing the analytiwd with the
experimental rgsnlts.’

The significance of figure 9 is summarized as follows:
(1) Although the inviscid treatment eliminates considera-

tion of damping, it is clear that at the flame front the velocity
ainplitude diminishes at h#Ll> (&/~) ~ because of the veloc-
ity distribution.

(2) In some instances, even though the flow is unstablo
and the disturbance veloci~ amplitude is increasing along

_.

(a) At CritiOfdhJh,.
(b) For wave-numberparameterof 12.

FIGmm9.—Disturbanoe-ve1ooitydistributions. Density ratio, 7.
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the center of the flame, the disturbance-veloci~ amplitude
rutthe flame front may not necessarily be increasing.

(3) The disturbance that is most amplified at the center
of the profile (i.e., 2a~=6) is not necessarily the most
amplifled at the flame front, owing to the velocity distribu-
tion; the frequency of the latter is somewhat greater -than
that of the former.

RELATION OF THEORETICAL R~lJLTS TO M13.4SUEABI.EQUANTITIES

In the experimental phase, current instrumentation tech-
niques impose limitations on what can be measured. For
example, the velocity U:cannot be measured directly by hot-
wire techniques bemuse the flame kmperature is too high
( =4000° R). The purpose of this section is to collect cer-
tain results of the foregoing anal@s that lend themselves
to direct measurement.

Flame slope.—In equations (49) and (50) the growth of a
disturbance u’/vj is found to be proportional to a calculable
qurmtity, gain, raised to a power I/K. The quantity K is
alternatively Kz=d(h#@/d (z/&) or Kl=dF/d(@~, depend-
ing on the mode of flame propagation assumed. For both
modes, K is smaller the more gradud the rate of flame
spreading, To a first approximation, then, the amplification
of a disturbance increases as the ratio of propagation velocity
to flow velocity decreases. This h-end can be verifiql experi-
mentally.

Phase velocity,-One quantity that can be measured
immediately is the phase velocity c,. A plot of G/ U1for three
frequencies is given in figure 5(b). Thus, for a given flow
setting, the absolute magnitudes of c,/Z71can be compared
and the variation with frequency and with h#tl can be ex-
mnined.

Flame-front displacement.-The transverse velocity o’
acting at the flame surface y=h causes a wavy wrinkle to
appear in the surface. If a quantity h is defined as the
distance from crest to valley of these wrinkles, this quantity
equals twice the y amplitude of the streamlines of the flow
at the flame front. If a neutral case is considered and the
distribution of o’ in the flame zone is approximated by

()O’=O; +(0:—0:)1—;

the equations of the streamlines are given by

where
t

(U”:c)ay,

amplitude of disturbance velocity at y.
amplitude of disturbance velocity at centerline
coordinate where U=c

n:—v;
(U*–C)LYZJ,

@ dimensiordessstream function,
(u*:c)yaru@

At h~h,w, $@ varies between 0.96 and 0.99. Because 2k
can be taken arbitrarily small, for 2k/(1 —2W*)<E1,
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[
Y=l–,Ws m&.@=m l+;y~ti)
y. 1

Because y~., the plus sign is chosen so that

l.1+~~~+
y. ( )&–’ Cos“

=1+ Cos ax

t

=1.2+
%

()
5—1 Cosa

U*—C 7?0
~yc —U*

But o~/o~is a weak function of a and h#Ll and is approxi-
mately 0.2.

Employigg the identity

and a value of (c— UJ/(U*- UJ from figure 5(a),

where the quantity (U*/Z7J—(UJUJ is a function of pJM
and hJhl only. Thus,

0.2 &
X=1.2+
3!.

&uOcos ~
0.85 my.~

0

<at the flame front. ” The coefficient of cos ~ is ~h, the flame-
front wrinkle amplitude. It can be seen that h will behave
qualitatively like v’. Without going into further detail, then,
some predictions can be made horn the theory that may be
veriiied by experiment. First, h maybe expected to behave
qualitatively as shown in the following sketch:

h

h21hl

Sketch (f)

The shape of the curve in sketch (f) can be used to locate
the approximate z-position of (~/~)~. There is a point of
inflection ivhere Vjol reaches a mtium and a knee as

VA2~ceasw to grow. The bee position falls between the

&/~ for mti~ ~p~mtion ~d (&/~).. Thw the
data that can be sought are the absolute values of I@l
where the lmee occurs for a given frequeng and the relative
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different frequencies.
Flame propagation.-b stated in the introduction, one of

the reasons for pursuing the stability analysis is to iind a
disturbance frequency that permits the greatest increase in
flame spreading with the smallest expenditure of energy. In
this section a model of flame propagation is constructed that
permits extrapolating the behavior of o’ from the stability
analysis to a measurable behavior of flame propagation.
The flame front is assumed to be a zone in which the density
goes from PIto p, in a distance that is short compared with
the disturbance wavelength. This front is propagating into
the gas of density p, at a rate V=..; that is, the undisturbed
turbulent flame speed. Owing to the normal propagation
of the front, an initially wavy surface becomes a cusped
surface. Assuming such a surface composed of cylindrical
arcs

Unburned v’

1
h

Surned v’ k-.+

Sketoh (g)

permits a calculation of the flanwfkmt stretching due to a

displacement h. If the undisturbed area Sa=A and the
disturbed area & are approximately equal to arc length,

(54)

Au equilibrium h is reached when

F

20’
s. l+VT,U—.
s. t (55.)-

%&

( 1+)Then Sd/Subehaves roughly as lb v. for small ampli-

tude. Equation (54) contains a‘ nor&ear term 4h2/x2.
The development so far as been a linear one. The linear
development would be expected to furnish only a ii.rst
appro.simation for amplitudes large enough so that 4h2/x2
is no longer negligible compared to unity.

The sequence of events that leads to a prediction of fi’d/&

is as follows:
(1) The flame is initially wrinkled by the velocity o’

acting at the flame surface.
(2) As the wrinkles grow, the flame shape shifts from a

sine wave to a cusped surface, owing to normal propagation.
(3) After a certain time an equilibrium is reached between

the disturbance velocity o’ and the umlisturbed propagation
velocity T7r,U.

The ratio of the disturbed surface to the undisturbed
surface when equilibrium is reached is, for smaU disturb-
ances,

(56)

Before this equilibrium value of S~/Su is reached, tho flnnm
surface is given by (again for the neutral case)

0.2 v:
%1.2+ AumJ6— Cosax
y.

But 2h/hof equation (54) is given by

()
2h Y%—=
A

_—1.2 I!&
ye n-

= 0; 0.4 Cos~
AU r

2

I

I

o

\

8 I

\

6

\

4 \ \
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8 \

Maximum ompflticotion
\

6

4

2

0 .2 .4 .6 ,8 1.0
Frcction of cross section filled by flome zone, &/hI

FIGURE 10.—Frequencim that give maximum lnorease in 100al flamo
speed. Density ratio, 7.
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Thus, in the transient case as in the equilibrium case (eq.
(55)), &/S’Ubehaves m n’. The quantity ii7~/SUwhen mens-
ured locally should behave like Q in figure 8, if the effect of
distribution is neglected. When the latter effect is taken
into account, u’ for fixed 2a~l measured at & achieves a
maximum value somewhere between L#Ll for maximum
amp~cation and neutral stability.

Thus, at any station L/hl, there should be a frequerwy of
disturbmce that would cause the greatest increase in flame
speed, and at this station the increase in flame speed should
he greater for greater valuw of v’/V.,v.

l’igure 10 gives, a plot of 2adl against h#il for maximum
amplification rmd for neutral stability. For any value of
l~#&l,the frequency giving the greatmt v’/V.,= (at the flame
surface) has a value of 2aA that falls between these curves.
The lag in time required for the flame to become wrinkled
initially will move the curve for maximum S~/& to slightly
higher 2aJ~1values. The curves given should be considered
the lowor limits of 2a~1 for maximum &/Su, and they serve
m a basis for comparison with the experimental data.

EFFECT OF FLAMEHOLDER

Wken a flame is anchored in a duct, some form of flame-
holder must be used. The most common form of flame-
holder studied in recent years is the cylinder with axis
normal to the stream. The cross section of the cylinder has
assumed many d.itlerentshapes. Properties of the flow in
the wake are common to all the shapes studied. In this
section some of these properties are used to deduce the
effect of a flameholder on the flow field and on its stability
far from the flameholder.

Steady-state velocity distribution.-The properties of the
flow field in the immediate wake of the flameholder as
described in references 1 and 31 are shown in sketch (h):

,,-Attached recirculation zone

Sketch (h)

Two eddies am attached in the wake of the flameholder.
TIM gas in this zone is hot; it acquires energy from the down-
stream hot gas and delivels energy to the outside cold gas
by diffusion. At some position on the surface of the recircu-
lation zone, sufficient energy is acquired by the cold gas for
ignition to occur and a flame to propagate into the cold-gas
stream as shown in sketch (h). The pressure measured at
the walls has an axial distribution that is shown qualitatively
in sketch (h) (refk. 1 and 31).

If the static pressure is assumed constant across the duct
nt any asial station, the effect of the first positive, then
vanishing, then negative pressure gradient upon gases of
unlike densities permits an estimation of the velocity pro-
file downstream of the flameholder. The velocity profles

at stations X, Y, and Z of slietch (h) are shown in sketch (i):

Rectrculat ion
zone w )

~-—H—-~- --!-
Statian X. Station Y Statim z

Sketch (i)

At station X the pressure gradient in the asial direction has
been positive for a small distance and is still positive at X.
This iixes the sense of the velocity di.f?erencebetween cold
and hot gases on either side of the flame and the sense of
the velocity gradient of the hot gas at the flame front. At
station Y the gas has a positive-pressure-gradient history,
again iixing the sense of the velocity difference, and at Y
the pressure gradient vanishes, causirg the velocity gradient
at the flame front to vanish. At station Z the gas has a
negative-pressure-gradient history from Y su.tlicientto cause
the sense of velocity ditlerence and gradient at the flame
front as shown. The g~ particle at the position of the
velocity maximum paesed through the flame at station Y.

If the profile is approximated by straight-line segments
with a corner at this velocity maximum as shown in sketch (j),

1

w
$ketoh (jj

some quantitative relation based on the continui~ equation
and experimental observations can be obtained. From con-
tinuity,

and

(57)

(5s)

where

1~ axial length from station Y to station of interest dovrn-
stream of Y (sketch (h))

lU -axial length of wake to station Y
V~ mean flame speed over 1~
Vu mean flame speed over 1=

Combining equations (57) and (58) gives ‘

b’_U*+U, Vtdtu
%— 2U* T’yp (59)
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In order to obtain an ordex of magnitude of b’/2bof interest
in the stability analysis, the terms on the right side of equa-
tion (59) are given the following values: (U”+ UJ/U*=l.5
(from ref. 1 for F= O.25,fi/ti=6); VJVF= l/(VJV~) = 1/2.5;
and lW=4d (from ref. 1). Deiining 1a.sZw+lp,

equation (59) becomes
b’ 1.2
a=i--

d4
()

;>4
-—

(60)

At a station l/d=8 (from eq. (60)),

Farther downstream, at l/d=24, for exwnple,

$=0.06

The foregging stability amilysisis for a profile in which b’=0.
From this section it can be seen that, n’earthe flameholder

(1/d= 8), the hot-gas velocity distribution diilers in shape
fmm the ~ prcdileneglecting the flameholder. At this sta-
tion, 60 percent of the flame-zone width has a flat distribu-
tion. Remote from the flameholder (Z/d=24), 6 percent of
the hot-gas width has a flat veloci~ distribution. The mag-
nitude and direction of the error incurred in rieglecting this
flattening are estimated in the following section.

Comparison of stability of&andfi proiiles.-&npli-
fication rates as a function of 2c& are compared in figure 2

b’12b

Fmmm 11.-M@ct of Teloci@ protlle on amplitlcatlon-rateparameter
and on wavwmmber parametersfor neutral stability and maxlmnm
inatabiltty.

for several values of pJfi and hj~. The effect of increasing
PIIM tmi hJhl is stabilizing; that is, the magnitude of the
amplification rates and the range of 2c& over which positive
values exist are reduced. The plots of amplifkntion rato
against 2A are Mine. It appears renscnable that, in emun-
ining the effect of truncating the proiile, an ~xamiuation at
a single value of ~jh and ~/b would yield representative
results.

The conditions considered here are the ones formulated by
Rayleigh in equations (24) and (25) (p. 387, ref. 15), which
correspond to p~m= 1 and L/~=0 (or ~= m). Calculations
wexe made in which b’/2bwas taken as a parameter in such
a way that the rwults yield valuea of UCf(2b/AU) and 2ab at
mtium instability and a critical value of 2ab where acf
vanishes. The rwilts of these calculations are shown in
iigure 11. When b’=0, the results correspond to those of
figure 2; the flow is unstable to antisymmetric disturbances
and neutrally stable to symmetric disturbances. As b’/2b
increases, the amplification rate and the critical values of 2ab
decrease for the antisymmetric disturbances. The flow
gradually becomes unstable to symmetric disturbances aa
b’/2b increases. At b’/2b<O.2, the flow, is m unstable to
symmetric as to antisymmetric disturbances and possesses
the same critical values of 2LYb. The values of b’/2bof intarest
here are of the order 0.6 to 0.06. The flame half-width k is
b’/2+b. In the following table the values of the important
parameters w(2&/AU), (2A)== ~, and (2A)= are ccm-
pared for b’/2b=O, 0.06, and 0.6 for antieynunetric dis-
turbances:

For a given 2h9/AU, the amplification rato is incremed as
the hot-gas velocity is progressively truncated. The wnve-
number range over -which the flow is unstable is widened.
Both of these effects bespeak a greater instability of flow.
On the other hand, it can be easily demonstrated thot, for
a given AU, hJ~ is greater when the proiile is truncated, so
that the destabilizing effect of the flameholder is partially
but not completely attenuated.

The difference between the parameters calculated at
b’/2b=O and 0.6 shows that near the flameholder the amplifi-
cation rates may be of the order of 20 percent higher for
some wave numbers than were those previously found.
Because the flame zone must start with a finite width depend-
ent upon the flameholder width, those frequencies having
wave numbers 2 ad % that exceed 2 ad #w are sup-
pressed. Here, ~ is some proportionality factor less thnn
unity. Certainly, neglect of the effect of a finite-size
flameholder facilitates generalizing the results of the stability
analysis. The investigations of this section indicate that,
for flameholders small compared with duct width, such
neglect appears warranted in a large part of the flame zone.
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SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL RESULTS

1. The flow field of a flame in a duct is unstable to antisym-
metric disturbances having wavelengths of the order of 2.5
times the local flame width and greater. & ~/~ approaches
unity, this critical wavelength approaches co.

2. The amplification rate depends directly upon the mag-
nitude of the velocity difference (apex velocity minus cold-gas
velocity) and inversely upon the flame width. For tied
values of these quantities, the maximum amplification rate
decreases with increasing values of p,/& and &/hl, going to
zero for hJlhl= 1.

3, When the history of a disturbrmce is followed through
the course of an entire flame, a wave number for maximum
disturbance growth is found. This mtium growth is for
such n wave number at the flameholder that 2a~=6, which
corresponds to a frequency= UO/2hl. The actual growth is
substrmtially independent of density ratio because of two
compensating fnctola:

(a) The amplification rate is lower for a higher density
and given velocity difference.

(b) The velocity difference is greater for a higher density
ratio.

4. The disturbances achieve their terminal amplification
at a value of ~/hl roughly inversely proportional to the
frequency of the disturbance. Thus, higher frequencies
achieve their amplification near the flameholder; lower
frequencies, remote from the flameholder.

5, The magnitude of the terminal amplification depends
upon the inverse of flame slope or roughly (VT/UJ-l. The
amplification that can be achieved for the mtium of
2aJ~I=6 is about (1.1) ‘“v’. For ~~ple, for V=/U.= 1/20,
amplification is eightfold. For VJUO= 1/100, amp~cation
is 14,000-fold.

6. The disturbance propagates with a phase velocity up
to 60 percent greater than the cold-gas velocity.

7. The flameholder inhibits the growth of antispmetric
disturbrmcea having higher frequencies but permite sym-
metric disturbances to be ampliiied near the flameholder.
At 8 diametem downstream of the flameholder, the stabiLity
picturo is substantially that obtained by neglecting the
fl~meholder.

EXPERIMENT : EXAMINATION OF DISTURBANCE
GROWTH IN A V-FLAME

INTRODUCHON

The effect of imposing controlled disturbances on a V-flame
anchored in a duct was investigated experimentally for two
reasons:

(1)

(2)

To gain quantitative information on the mechanism
of the breakdown of the flame-generated shearregion
that would explain the occurrence of flame-amplified
turbulence
To tid a $ype of excitation that promotes flame
propagation without causing the sort of shell failure
that combustor resonance causes

The method of excitation consists in exciting a column of
gas in the flameholder support tube. This method offers a
control on the amplitude when excitation is accomplished
with a speaker, ,but could be accomplished by means of an
edge tone excited by the flowing stream for application in
an engine. Only the speaker excitation is used here. The
sound issues from a port at the flameholder and disturbs the
flwhe at the flameholder. The two types of ports used
operated as follows:

(1) Sound issued horn a port just upstremn of one flame-
holder edge, causing the fluctuating flow about the flame-
holder to be quasi-antisymmetric.

(2) Sound issued from the center of the flameholder, caus-
ing the fluctuating flow at the flameholder to be symmetric.

The principal disadvantage in this form of excitation is
that, for some frequencies, modes of burner cavity resonance
are excited. An objective in the qmrimental work, there-
fore, was to determine whether an observed flame-front dis-
tortion accompanying an imposed disturbance was due to
flame-zone instability or to some form of duct resonance.

No effort was made to determine tiects of variations in
fuel-air ratio or fuel type. The primary variable investi-
gated was the frequency of excitation. The only attempts
at correlating the results are the comparison with the results
of the preceding stability analysis. The chief frustration
encountered is the impossibility of obtaining a laminax V-
flame at velocities where values of VT/UOare suiliciently low
for the prec&ling theory to be valid. The reason for this

Calmirq section Test sectim Exhoust duct

FIQUFLFI12.—Cambustor.
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FmusE 13.-Sc~ematio drawingof combustor.

ditliculty is the instability of the boundary-layer, which
separates from the flameholder and undergoes transition to
turbulent motion quit e close to the point of separation. All
the results are obtained with the flow already somewhat
turbulent.

The principal instrument used in measuring flame speeds

.. —-— ..-. -.-—. —. . _. .._

is the photomultiplier probe, first applied in a rigorous way
to the study of turbulent flame speeds by Clark and Bittker
(ref. 32). An independent cmdirnmtion of the mothocl is
obtained by comparing combustion efficiency measured by
the photomultiplier probe and by momentum pressure drop.

APPARATUS

BUBNER TEST SECTION

A photograph of the burner (fig. 12) shows the importunt
components. Air and propane were filtered, metered, and
mixed before entering the two-stage calming section (fig, 13).
In this section the mixture passed through six banks of 200-
mesh screen and then through a &nch-radius nozzle plate
into the % by 2-inch (or alternatively 1- by 2-in.) rectan-
gular glass-walled test section. The top and bottom walls
of this test section were % by %-inch (rdtcmmtively & by
l-in.) brass stock. The side walls were z-inch Vycor plutm
resting on brackets and held against tho Klnch top rmd
bottom pieces by clamps.

The exhaust system consisted of a 6-in&diametcw pipe
connected to a hood and a blower to force tho gases out,
A 4 to 6-inch spacing was maintained between the test
section and the exhaust duct, and between the exlmust duct
and the hood; there was no indication of resonance clue to
the exhauster.

. _: ._. - . . .. . . .. . ... . ...-. —. —---- 1

I

I

I

——. . . .— G-3.2dn——

Type of disturbance Anti.symmetric Symmetric Anflsymmetrlc

FIGURE 14.-Flameholdem.
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c-?@5q5+

FIUURE 13.—Photomultiplicr probe.

The flmnehoklor was a flat hollow paddle 36 to 38 inches
long with a 60° gutter on one end and u %-iich tube leading
to wpiston-type loudspeaker on the other. The three flame-
hokhm used in this program are shown in figure 14. The
flameholders used to supply the disturbances were resonatom
that had resonant frequencies every 190 to 200 cycles when
coupled to the speaker. The fiameholder designed to pro-
duce antisymmetric disturbances allowed the sound to issue
from a slot just upstream of one edge of the flameholder;
the one designed to give symmetric disturbances allowed the
sound to issue from the center. The flameholders pictured
were approximately 0.25 to 0.30 inch thick.- In one teat a
O.iiO-inchgutter was tacked onto the 0.306-inch antisym-
metric flameholder to examine the effect of flameholder size.

In no case waq the distribution of o’ downstream of the
flameholder measured. It is not known how much the
mperirnental distribution d.Mem from the measured theo-
retical distribution. The essential features in both experi-
mental and theoretical disturbances are that antisymmetric
disturbances caum the flow to flap back and forth at the
centerline of the duct, while symmetric disturbances cause
it to dilate about the centerline.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

Sound-produoing system.—The speaker was supplied a
sinusoidal signal bm a signal generator through a power
amplifier. The speaker and flameholder could be positioned
as desired.

Flow metering.-Air and propane were metered through
rotametera.

Hot-wire equipment,-An NACA constant-temperature,
frequency-compensated, hot-wire anemometer was used
(ref. 33). Spectra and u’ were measured at various locations
in the duct. Measurements of u’ whe made primarily with
a vacuum-tube voltmeter. Two spot checks were made
against a root-mean-square camputer, and the correction
factor was found to be approximately unity. Spectra were
measured with a waye analyzer.

Pressure measurement3,-Velocity surveys were made
using 0.018-inch hypodermic tubing, or 0.030-inch stainless
tubing, for impact tubes. Measuremen,$swere read on a
water micromanometer. Velocity measurements were made
at the plane of exhaust with room pressure as static.

Photomultiplier probe,—The photomultiplier tube was in-
stalled in a probe as shown in figure 15. Light reached the
photomultiplier tube after passing through two vertical slots,
which were %and tie inch wide and 2 feet apart, and through
filters when desired. Photomukipliers were supplied by a
ripple-free regulated d-c source.

Alternating-current and direct-current voltmeters having
identical input resistances were used where indicated.

Shadowgraph system.—The optical arrangement used in
taking shadowgraph pictures is shown in figure 16. The
light source could be used continuously or as a 4-microsecond
flash. ~The camera was focused 1.5 feet in tint of the test
section. ‘The shutter and flash were manually synchronized.

Stroboscope.-A stroboscope consisting of a slotted alu-
minum disk and a synchronous motor was used to view the
disturbed flame in the preli.mimmyphases of the investiga-
tion. The stroboscope can be seen in the lower right corner
of f@re 12.”
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PROPERTIES OF SYSTEM

Velocity profiles upstieam of flameholder.-Velocity pro-
fl~ measured 3 and 12 inches downstream of the nozzle are
shown in @u.re 17. The flarneholder was positioned so that
each measurement was taken upstream of the gutter.
Measurements were also taken at the plane of the nozzle, and
no variation greater than Y foot per second from 55 feet per
second was found. These measuremenik are for a nominal
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flow setting of 50 feet per second.
Flame photographs and flam~peed measurements were

made at nominal velocities of 50 and 190 feet per second in
%- and l-inch-wide test sections; the profiles of figuro 17
therefore represent the highest percentngo of boundary layer
encountered.

Veloeity proffle in wake; no flame.-Velocity profles in
the wake of a 0.306-inch-wide, 60° gutter at a nominal
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J?muan17.—Time-averagedveloci~ profles with cold flow. Nominal velocity, 50 feet per second.
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velocity of 46 feet per second are shown in &e 18. This
set of profiles shows a comparison of the spreading of a wake
with and without an antisymmetric disturbance at 200
cycles per 8econd. The only amplitude measurement avail-
able for this disturbance is a root-mean+ qusre u’ of 5 feet
per second, measured %inch above the lip of the flameholder.

The effect of other frequencies on wake spreading was
examined by placing total-pramre tubes 3 inches dow-n-
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stream of the flsmeholder at the center of the wake and
varying the frequencies. The results sxe interpreted in the
following manner. The velocity is read while disturbance
me being introduced. The distance from the wake at which
this velocity is attained without the sound (say z) is found.
An index of the lengths required to accomplish equal degrees
of mixing without and with the disturbance is then the ratio
z/3. This ratio is plotted against frequency in figure 19.
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The fact that the apparent di.thsiion rate decreased at
frequencies greater than 1000 cycles per second indicated a
decrense in form drag for frequencies greater than 1000
cycles per second. Static measurement at the base of the
gutter showed no change in base pressure for the higher-
frcquency disturbances. Those lower frequencies that in-
creased mixing also decrensed base pressure (i. e., increased
form drag). This probably means that the velocity is in-
creased in the wake for frequencies lem than 1000 cyck per
second. There seems little hope, however, of reducing
flarneholder drag by imposing high-frequency d~turbances of
this kind.

Turbulence intensity and spectra.-The turbulence com-
ponent u’ in the direction of flow was measured with 0.0002-
by O.OS-inch tungsten wires, using the liACA constan~
temperature anemometer amplifier. The wire was oriented
parallel to the flameholder tips. No flame was present for
these measurements. The results are ln%sented in the
following table:

Vomsnc
reloelts
u, ftk

to
ml

a)

ml

Veltfcal
a19tf&x

Stage%

1
0.W!3 .-—.--—
.tul ---------

1.3’3 0.2
Las ------------
. 81s .15 “
.973 -_----–.--

LW1 .15
3.as .17

244 . ..-–_ ..-.

● AtZ=o, guwamredfmmcWterlfne:ats=~ ymeamredfmmflamebdderIfp.

The spectra measured at several stations were compared
with spectra found representative for isotropic turbulence
(refs. 33 and 34). A typical plot is shown in figure 20. The
scale L is estimated as the one whose spectrum most nearly
corresponds to the measured spectrum (refk 33 and 34).
This scales where determined is given in the preceding table.

The apparent transition from ltiar to turbulent flow
in the boundary layer on the flameholder surface occurred if
the flameholder was about 1 inch or more from the t.est-
section nozzle; the disturbance v&locity in the boundary
was roughly that in the nozzle itself. With the flameholder
within 1 inch of the nozzle, eddies were shed at 420 cycles
per seccmdwhen no flame was present. With the flameholder
1 inch or more iicm the nozzle, transition occurred upstream
of the flameholder lip, and no clearly defined eddy-shedding
frequency was found in the wake.

With a flame anchored on the fkuneholder, no eddy shed-
ding -wasobserved without external excitation. The flame
appeared turbulent for flameholder positions greater and
lws than 1 inch from the nozzle. Therefore, the transition

JTMstatbe walethatmonldbe nsed for caknWng a tdxdent bmnfng mlwftg from
e-fiw(~8). It~Of~@=th*~Oftbe ~Of*~m~~O
amPllfiw L=L

COMhUTTEE FOR AllRONAtJTICS

.-
Frequency. ~, cps” -

.-

FIGURH 20.—Turbulence speotra for flow velooity of 50 feet per sooond;

5W = (41J/U)/{ 1-1-[(2r/ U) Lp.fs}, measured )$ hioh above flamc-
holder fip.

b turbulence in the separated boundary evidently affects
the turbulent flame appearance in about the same manner as
hansition in the attached boundary layer. The lean-blowout
fuel-air ratio was adversely affected when the transition wms
moved tiom the attached to the free boundary layer.

In an effort to obtain a laminar flame zone, some explora-
tory work w-as done to move the transition point farther
downstream of the point of separation from the flameholdor.
Small unheated cylintilcal rods (as in ref. 3) placed about
1 inch from the nozzle entrance w-ere used as flameholdms.
It was possible to move the transition point about 1 inch
downstream of the flameholder (at 50 ft/see). Lean blowout,
howevex, was moved to a fuel-air ratio so rich that excessive
heating occurred in the glass mills, which impaired the um
of the shadowgraph system. In the transient period im-
mediately after ignition while the walls were still cool, a
clear picture of the flarpe could be observed. Studying the
flame for a length of time was not possible with this arrange-
ment. Therefore, turbulent transition at or upstream of tho
flameholder lip was accepted.

CALIBRATION OP-DISTURBANCE AMPI.lTUDE WITH SPEAKER INPUT

Because of the interaction between the standing-wave
tube supplying the sound to the flameholder and the stand-
ing waves in the test section, it was necessary to calibrate
the sound input with the flameholder at the position and
velocity to be used in the burning teats. For most runs tho
flameholder wcs placed midway between acoustically opon
ends in the t~t section in order to suppress velocity clisturb-
ances at the flameholder due to all even modes of vibration
of the test section.
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The inputs were set in the following manner: The flame-
holder position and flow velocity to be used in n burning
run were set. The hot wire was placed 1/S inch above and
1/S inch upstream of the flameholder lip, to center it over
the port from which the sound issued. Resopaat frequencies
wmc excited in the flameholder support tube. The input
to the speaker required to give the desired u’ ‘at the wire
WRS recorded for each frequency. The wire was removed,
fuel was introduced and i~ited, and the burning run was
made. The distribution of d resulting from this sort of
excitation wws not esplorcd. The change in the nature of
interaction between test sections and the standing-wave
tube with and without combustion was not explored but
was presumed to be small, since only about 30 percent of the
combustible mixture was burned in the test section.

RATIO OF TURBULENT TO LAMINAR PLAME SPEED DETERMINED BY
PHOTOMULTIPLIER PROBE

Photornultiplier tubes have been used to sense transient
mew changes in a huninar flame distorted by sound. (r6fs.
36 and 36) nnd to study Bunsen flames that were alternately
lamimw and turbulent by comparing the average intensity
of light emitted from the flame (ref. 32). Turbulent and
lamimw flames hnving identical rnkture ratios and feed rates
produced identical quantities of light (ref. 32). Therefore,
it appears that the photomultiplier tube, if used with cau-
tion, can become an average-heat-release-rate meter.

In the following discussion, the local ,lieat-release rate is
characterized by the ratio of turbulent to laminar flame
speed VJVL This ratio is defined m the heat released per
unit time divided by the heat that a pair of laminar flames
nlined with the ask of the duct would release per unit length
per unit time. The relation is illustrated by considering
~heway the quantities are measured:

Combustibles

Sound

Combustibles

Sketch (k)

In the test section shown in sketch (k), flame fronts am
anchored on the top and bottom of the flameholder and
appear to span from wall to wall. The photonvdtiplier
scans a narrow region of the test section. The voltages read
from the photomultiplier-tube output are recorded at the
same fuel-air ratio for a turbulent flame and for a laminar
flame. The flame-front half-angle is measured, and each

voltage is multiplied by the cosine of the half-angle. Tho
ratio of the resulting product for the turbulent flame to that
for the laminar flame is defied as V./V’. In the region Of
interest, the cosine of the half-angle was approximately 1 for
the turbulent flames, so that, in effect, tho unit length of the
flame fronts becomes the unit length of the combustor.

In obtaining the laminar flame, the same fuel and air
rotameter settings were used as for the turbulent flame, but
a large fraction of the mixture was bled off upstream of the
flameholder. Three banks of 200-mesh screen were installed
just upstream of the flameholder, and the resulting flame
appeared laminar. The flame did not span from wall to
wall near the flameholder; therefore, the voltage recorded
for this region was quite low. Far downstream of the flarne-
holder the flame front became twisted so that it represented
a flame depth greater than the wmll-to-wmll depth. In be-
tween these two regions was one in which the flame appeared
to touch the vmlls and to have negligible twist. The voltage
recorded by the ph?tomultiplier probe as it scanned this
region was nearly constant. The extreme voltages recorded
in this region envelop a band within which the true voltage
corresponding to a pair of laminar flames was thought to lie.

In order to pinpoint an exact value for the laminar volt age
as well as to verify the method (the zone of uncertainty is
quite small), an auxiliary determination of VJVL w-as made.
Photomultiplier-probe voltages were read at seven equally
spaced stations along the combustor from flameholder to
exhaust nozzle, and an average voltage was calculated.
Simultaneously, the momentum pressure drop across the
flame zone was measured. With the help of Scurlock’s
results (ref. 1), the fraction of combustible burned I’ was
determined from the measured momentum pressure drop.
Then an average V, was calculated from

~= @en@) (2) (VJ (depth)
(U.) (depth) (height)

where length, depth, and height are the dimensions of the
combustor. With this V~, the measured average voltage,
and the vahle for lamin~r flame speed ~7Ltaken from refer-
ence 37, voltage corresponding to a lmni.mr flame was
obtained from

E. E.—=_
VL VT

where.& and ET are the photomultiplier voltages for laminar
and turbulent flames. This voltage lies within the zone of
uncertainty found by direct viewing of the ltiar flame.
These results are reported more fully in the section Exami-
nation of Lfethod.

The fact that reference 32 was cited does not mean that
any photomultiplier calibration was obtained from that work.
Reference 32 established that (for u given combustor at a
given composition and flow rate) a photomultiplier voltage
is proportional to the heat released within sight of the photo-
mnltiplier tube and is independent of the existence or non-
existence of turbulence. The agreement of the two mothoda
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fOr determining VT/V’Ljustifies this use of the photomultiplier
probe.

It was hoped initially to follow- the amplitude of a flame
wrinkle by measuring the a-c component of the photpmulti-
plier signal. The reasoning was that the flame would be
wrinkled su.fliciently for its local instantaneous slope to serve
as a detectable index of flame-m-inkle amplitude. This
slope, of course, would appear as an increased voltage at the
photomultiplier because the length of the flame cutting across
the field of view would be increased. The data showed an
amplitude more dependent on the distance from the duct
exhaust than on the distance from the flameholder. The
sound waves introduced as the sourm of excitation at the
flnmeholder reflected from the exhaust of the combustor.
Therefore, the a-c component read by the probe was largely
influenced by the time-varying displacement of local flame
zones due to plane waves of sound. The iilter a-c signals
for two fiequenciea as a function of distance from the flame-
holder are compared in figure 21. One set was obtained
from the photomultiplier probe with burning, the other set
from a hot-wire anemometer without burning.

The photomultiplier probe was used only to survey for the
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FIGURE 21.-C!omparison of hotiwiro and photomultiplier mewure-
ments showing effwt of plane waves near exhaust of duok Flow
velocity, 50 feet per second.

effect of disturbances on local VT/VL values on a time-average
basis.

RESULTS

The analytical part of this paper suggests certain beha ior
that can be examined experimentally. Accordingly, tests
are included that furnish the necessary data for a comparison
with the results of the amdysis. One of the primary varia-
bles studied was the effect of the frequency of excitation on
disturbance growth. The frequency range of interest hap-
pened to include some of the resonant frequencies of tho
combustion-gas volume as well as the spontrmeous eddy-
shedtig frequency of the flameholder in cold flow. The
effect of ccmbustor resonance or spontaneous eddy-shwkling
was also examined.

Certain precautionary measures were taken in choosing
geometry and operating conditions. To guard against
burner resonance, the combustor was kept short, so that
only about 30 percent of the combustible was consumed.
Spontaneous burner resonance sometimes occurred wlmn
this value was exceeded. The conditions were kept within
the Reynolds number reported in reference 1 to be free of
spontaneous eddy-shedding when a flame @ anchored on the
flameholder. Although these measures precluded the occur-
rence of spontaneous oscillations due to these two causes,
they could not prevent tl.ie system from favoring ce~tain
frequencies within the range of interest. These influences,
then, received special attention.

Markstein has shown that instabilities of a huninar flamo
front cause the front to assume a cellular structure under
certain conditions (ref. 4). The occurrence of such cells
clearly could confuse an interpretation of the results. Con-
sequently, the data were taken solely at conditions w-here
the cells do not spontaneously arise.

EXAMINATION OF METHOD

With the flameholder 6 inches from the open end of the
duct and 6 inches from the tunnel entrance, runs were made
at three fuel-air ratios at 50 feet per second over a mngo of
disturbance frequencies. The 0.306-inch-wide gutter with
antisymmetric disturbances was used. The change in im-
pact pressure with and without combustion -ma measured
by a single impact tube upstream.of the flameholder. Since
the diilerence is of the order of inches of water rmd the rate
of mass flow is constant, it is assumed that the difference is
entirely due to a change in static pressure. Tho fraction
burned was calculated horn Scurlock’s results (ref. 1) and
the measmed pressure drop. Concurrently, the light in-
tensity at seven stations along the flame was measured and
averaged.

The fraction burned is compared with the average voltage
(which is proportional to the average intensity) in figure 22
by plotting both against the frequency of disturbance for
the three fuel-air ratios extied. The following table
indicates the amount of scatter in the ratio of fraction burned
to mean voltage:
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lhom the relation

F 2VTxlengthxdepth
E~=lT.XheightXdepth XET

(where kmgth, height, and depth are dimensions of the com-
bustor), an average value of VT/ETis dctiated. from the
average values in the preceding table for F/ETat each fuel-
air ratio, the following values of VT/ETwere obtained:

H
F::.

(W$I

o.0s4s 1.116
.0516 .s%)
.cu&n .Toa

I?or these fuel-air ratios and the inlet temperature and pres-
sure used, a lamimr flame speed w-asobtained from reference
37. Then the voltage that would correspond to a laminar
flume was calculated horn

E.=&

The values of V’ from reference 37, the value of.& calcu-
lated from the preceding relation, and the zone of EL meas-
ured directly by viewing a pair of laminar flames in the test
section are as follows:

o.044s 0,74 am O.osstoo. osz
. 05L5 L 10 ~OJ, L 15to L w
.06sl L 82 1.8S2 .. -----------

The EL taken from values of VJ(VT/ET) that resulted from
momentum-pressure-drop measurements fall within the limits
of ~z by direct measurement and are used as the calibration
of the photomultiplier probe. lkeal values of VT/VLre-
ported subsequently are defined by the ratio of voltage read
at that station to this EL for thd applicable fuel-air ratio.

COMPAM90N OF FLAME SPEED WITH FLAME APPEARANCE

Shadowgraphs were taken at the same conditions used in
the preceding comparison between average voltage and Ap:
Some of these shadowgraphs, along with the distribution of
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(a) Fuel-air ratio, 0.0580.
(b) Fuel-air ratio, 0.0515.
(o) Fuel-air ratio, 0.0444.

I?mmm 22.—Comparieon of fraction burned obtained by momentum-
prmmm-dmp mewurement with average voltage obtained by
photomultiplier survey. Flow velooity, 50 feet per seoond; length,
6 fnohea; disturbance velooity, 2.38 feet per second; antisymmetno
disturbance.
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T~T/T~Gfor each, are presented in figure 23. In most of these
photographs the gross disturbance caused by the input sound
can be identified. II a line drawn along the turbulent flame
front is faired through all but these gross wrinkles, its length
divided by the length of a line faired along the undisturbed
surface should be equal to

Sd() Area of flame disturbed at frequency j
K ,.= Area of undisturbed flame surface

A similar ratio is available from the avernge voltages ob-
tained by the photomult,iplier survey in Egure 22, clefined by

&() _(ET)d
s-~ (E,). ,

The (&/&)P. obtained by the former method and the
(S’&J~ obtained horn the photomultiplier readings are
compared in the following table:

Fud-ak ratio

Fre.
anenc!v. o.04i4 I 0.W16

Ir
.—-—-.,
“m(2)..

o 1
m .1s
m LWJI
m L23

MM L 10 r(%),=(2),. (a
1 1 1
L 15 L@ Lll
L 1S5 L 19 L12
L23 L 10 L13
L(O5 L09 L07

, I

In genernl, the correlation is good. It may be significant

Fuel-
air

ratio
0.0444 0.0515 0.0580

0123456

that, at 570 cps, (S~/Su) ~n is about 10 percent greater thnn
(&/S.)pK. At this frequency, it is relatively ensy to ruensure
the area; that is, experimental scatter shoukl not be M grcnt
as 10 percent. The evidence suggests the generation of ad-
ditional turbulence in the flame, other than the growth of
the low-frequency-imposed disturbance. It is regrettable
that a laminar stabilized flame could not be obtained in this
equipment, becauee this frequency could conceivably cnmw
a transition point from laminar to turbulen Lflow.

I?’or each plot in f@re 23, u’ is a constant, so that u’/T2
decreases with increasing fuel-air ratio. Also, VT/?L d(l-
creases, for the most part, wibh incensing fuel-air ratio rmcl,
therefore, with decreasing u’/Vz.

At a given distance x, the ratio (S~/&),. detied by

‘v”’v’)’ descends with nscending fuel-air ratio. This is in
(VT/V~).
keeping with the interpretation in the stability annlyais.
The following table gives the values of S~/Su at 670 cps for
the three fuel-air ratios:

I I

J-==r&s.
_—

1 L 622
2 1.1s3
3 L 1F5
4 1.in
b 1.197

0123456
bistar&ti-m fbmPo!=5er, x, in

d
K

2cm
1.437
1.3i6
L36S
L362
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0.0516
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(a) No disturbance. (c) Antisymmetrio disturbance at 570 cps. (e) Antisymmetrio diaturbancs at 1600 ops.

(b) Antiaymmetric disturbame at ~80 aps. (d) Antisymmetrio disturbance at 760 ops.

FIGURE 23.-Comparison of flame appearance aml ~’T/~rL for three fuel-m mtios for 0.s06-~ch flameholder. Flow vclooitY at Pl~e ‘f ‘lame-
holder, 50 feet per second.
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DISTIUBUTION OF LOCAL Vr/VLVALUES WITH RESPECT TO VARIOUS
FREQUENCIES

The ratio of turbulent to laminar flame speed VT/VLis
plotted against distance from the flameholder in iigure 24(a),
tmd VT/VLis cross-plotted against frequency at several sta-
tions in figure 24(b). Great care was taken in keeping
fuel-air ratio, velocity, and plate voltage “to the photocdl
constant throughout the run. The 0.306-inch flameholder,
modified to prevent leakage about the edgea, was used. The
disturbance velocity measured as described earlier gave u’
of 2.16 feet per second for all frequencies.

In order to compare these data with theory, the following
computations were made:

(1) From the preceding calibration the fraction burned
was calculated as a function of combustor length for the
upper envelope of the VT/VLcurves for the disturbed flames.

(2) An idealized h,/hs against length was obtained from
this fraction burned using Scurlock’s results (ref. 1).

(3) Increments of length over which a given frequency
lms a mtium V,/VL were read from figure 24(a).

(4) These increments were plotted against l@ and com-
pured with the theoretical plot taken from figure 10. Recall
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Fmmm 24.—Effeot of nntisymmetric-disturbance frequenoy on flame-speed distrl%ution with 0.306%oh flameholder. Flow velooity, 50 feet
per second; fuel-air ratio, 0.0444; disturbance velocity, 2.16 feet per seoond.
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‘2ciJLlUo
that f==. Rewdts of steps (1) and (2) are shown in

@.re 25, and steps (3) and (4) in figure 26.
Similar data taken at the lower amplitude (u’=1.44 ft/see)

gave similar re9uRs.

DIs3TUEBANCBDISPLACEMBNT GROWTH

In this section the actual disturbance-displacement growth
is compared with that of qualitative theory (sketch (f)).

In an effort to produce low- disturbanm amplitud~, the
glass walls of the test section -werereduced to 6 inches in
length and the flameholder was moved to % inch down-
stream of the nozzle entrance. At this position the speaker
inputs were calibrated with the hot wire as previously dis-
cussed, and shadowgraphs were taken for several low am-
plitudes. k mentioned in the section on turbulence inten-
sity &d spectra, the flameholder bouhdary layer underwent
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I?mmm 26.—Frequenoy giving maximum increase in flame spocd m
funation of hJhl compared with results of stability analysis.

transition in the separated layer. The photographs of figuro
27(a) show that, at these low intensities, the apparent width
of the flame was not appreciably altered. The mean flame
width measured from a direct photograph was used to
determine h.Jhl.

The displacement h was measured as the distance from
surrounding crests to a given trough in the flame surfnco.
Measurements were made on both sides of the flame for each
photograph. The data for two amplitudes and two fre-
quencies obtained in this reamer are shown in figures 27(b)
to (d). The dashed curve is the qualitative curve from
sketch (f).

The knee should occur between (hj./&)mCRnd (h#il),, as
discussed in the section Relation of Theoretical Results to
Measurable Quantities. The verticnl lines in figure 27 me
drawn through these two vtilues. With the general shape
of the qualitative curve lmown, it can be seen that a line
faired through the data points would exhibit a knee in the
region bounded by (&/hl)_ and (k/~) a. Comparison of
figgres 27(c) and (d) shows that the knee moves to increased
valuw of hJhl as frequency is reduced. Both the value of
h/~ where the knee occurs and the variation of this value
with frequency agree with the results of the analysis,

DISTURBANCEPEASEVBLOCITIBS

From the photographs of @me 27(a), values of c,/Ui were
determined, again using the mean flame width to furnish
~1~. The quantity U,/U. was then determined from Tsien’s
results (eq. (3)). Wavelengths were measured from trough
to trough, and the mean position of a pair of troughs located
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the applicable value of lZ/hl. The results are shown for two
frequencies in figure 2S.

The dashed lines are the values of cJUl obtained from
iigure ~(b), which is based on the results and interpretation
of the stability analysis. The scatter of the experimental
dnt a is wide, but the magnitude and trends of the data re-
mote from the flnmeholder are quite good. Values of c,/Dl
less thrm tity are obtained for values of hJh,<l.5, which
implies flow mverml within this region.

EFFECTOFT~T-SECTIONDEFTH

~ single run was made to determine the effect of the test-
section depth on the results. The data obtained with the
l-inchdeep combustor at a velocity of 50 feet per second
and a fuel-air ratio of 0.0493 are shown in iigge 29. The
turbulence at the center of the duct was half that of the
~-inch duct. Combustor depth seems to have some influ-
ence on the turbulent flame speed but not on the effect of
imposed disturbances.

The undisturbed flame speed in the l-inch duct reached
almost twice larninar flame speed in a longer time than in
the j&inch duct. The effect of imposed disturbance on
amplification as a function of frequency remains the same,

FXOURE30.—Effectof amplitudeon flanw-epeeddistribution.F1OW
velocity,50feetpersecond;fuel-airratio,0.0444. _
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however. This crm be seen from a comparison of @es 29
and 24(rL). The range over which a given frequency domi-
nates, taken from this run, is also plotted in figure 26.

EFFECTOF AMPLITUDE

The effect of amplitude on single frequencies is shown in
figure 30, where flame speeds for two levels of excitation
(570 and 960 cps) are compmed. For the lower frequency,
the increase A(V~,JV=, J varies directly as u’. Eor the
higher frequency, the curves cross. Thus, the effect of low
excitation is felt farther along the flame than that of higher
excitation. This behavior is not data scatter and was
checked repeatedly. The same sort of thing occurs at 1500
cps, although not so markedly. The reason for this aumn-
fdous behavior is not immediately apparent.

EFFECTOFFLAMEHOLDEFZSIZE

l?lame appearance and V./TT’ are compared for two flame-
holder sizes at a velocity of 50 feet per second and a fuel-a~
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0123456

ratio of 0.0444 in figure 31. The data for a X-inch flamc-
holder and a variety of excitation frequencies (fig. 31(a))
show that the 570-cps excitation is again the dominant one,
but not so markedly as before. The effect of, flameholder
size can be sumnm~ed from figures 31(b) to (d) as follows:

(1) Flame speed is noticeably decreased with the linger
flameholder.

(2) The impact of the 570-cps frequency is not nearly so
great in the ~inch flameholder as in the 0.306-inch flame-
holder.

The decrease in flame speed with increase in flameholder
size might be explained by- the theoly that (1) the N&o
region is longer and (2) the growth of the higher frequencies
is therefore somewhat inhibited by this long, relatively
stable wake.

lIKl?ZCl!OFVELOCITY

Momentum-pressuredrcp apd flame-speed readings were
taken over a range of frequencies, using a 0.306-inch
flameholder, a velocity of 100 feet per second, and fuel-air

Fbmeiwklef s&e

1.-. I I I I I 1 I I t 1 1 I
0123456

Distance from flomeholder, x, in

flamehohk size

012345

(b) Both flameholdere without dis- (o) Both flameholdem with &.urb- (d) Both flameholdere with dis-
turbance. ante at 570 cps. turbance at 1500 ops.

FIGmm 31.—Comparieon of flame appearance and VT/VL for ~ and 0.300-inch flazneholders. l?low velooity, 50 feet per eacond; fuel-air
mtio, O.oia.
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ratio of 0.0493. The results are shown in figure 22. The
metering systems drifted slightly at this setting, making it
diflicult to hold fuel flow steady and causing some scatter
in the determination of VL.

The most sensitive frequency at 100 feet per second was
1700 cps, which is about three times the frequency observed
at 60 feet per second. Clearly the effect is not allied with
rL spontaneous eddy-shedding frequency. The fraction
burned is not so great as at 50 feet per second. Also, the
flame speed increased sharply up to the end of the duct.
These two factors tend to emphasize the higher frequencies
within the limited duct length, and S- to be directly re-
lated to the instability of the flame zone. The single data
point at 1700 cps is included in iigure 26. This run was di-
rected toward finding a frequency other than 570 cps for maxi-

mum effect, mainly to prevent duct resonance. Shailow-
graph photographs of the flames show the antisyn.metric
disturbance.

The possible effect of duct resonrmce on these results
must be considered. The modes of resonance likely to occur
in a combnstor are the “organ-pipe” or longitudinal modes,
the transverse modes, and a single mode coupling the com-
bustion chamber with the volume upstream of the nozzle.
In the configuration studied, the longitudinal modes lmvo
frequencies, roughly, of 250 or 500 cps plus multiples of 600.
The transverse modes have a minimum frequency of 3000
cps, so they are not considered here. The last typo of oscil-
lation gives a frequency of the order of 45 to 90 cps and is
below the range of interest.

A longitudinal mode could nffect the results in two clis-

Oistonce from flameholder, x, in.

FJI disturbance

J’ E 760 CPS
.

Fmum Sz.—Comprmison of fraotion burned with average voke, tibution of vT/vL,~d shado~mp~~th o.so~in~hflnme-
holder. Flow velocity, 100 feet per second; fuel-air ratio, 0.0493; antisymmetrio disturbance.

—
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tinct wwys: (1) If the flameholder were placed in a standing
wave system at a pressure node, the time-varying velocity
past the flameholder wotid cause large initial d~tnrbanc~
that would be symmetric with respect to the duct axis.
(2) If the flameholder were placed at a pressure loop, there
would be a coupling between the combustor and flame-
holder resonance that would be initially compensated for by
the inpu~ calibration already discussed. If the nature of
cuct resonance shifts the resommt frequencies so that this
compensation is no longer adequate, the input u! is no
longer constant for all the frequencies.

Since the photographs of figure 32 show the disturbances
to be antisymmetric, the first manner of coupling is rejected.
To esplore the second manner of coupling, the input u’ for
the frequencies on either side of the most sensitive ones
(i. e., 1500 to 1700 cps; see @g. 32) was increased by a factor
of 3. In no case was it possible to increase the fraction
burned as much as the 1500- to 1700-cps disturbances in-
creased it. Thus, the results shown in figure 32 are due to
the sensitivity of the flame zone to the imposed disturbance
and am not due to duct resonance.

SYM&lETf41CDfSTtJEBANCES

A symmetric disturbance w-as tied for tests with a 0.316-
inch flameholder, velocity of 50 feet per second, and a fuel-
air ratio of 0.0444. No sepsrat e calibration of input sound
was attempted, the inputs of the antisymmetricdisturbance
tests being used. The results are shown in figure 33. Com-
parisons with flame speeds obtained with antisymmetric
disturbances are given. There was a leak of approximately

% ~ch pmt one edge, wfich provided an additional flame
surface and increased the apparent mean flame speed near
the flameholder but did not djsturb the results at some dis-
tance from the flameholder. In general, symmetric and
antisymmetric disturbances gave roughly comparable shifts

FLAME-GENER4TED ~ REGION 581

in flame speed near the flameholder. At a distance from the
flameholder, antispnmetric disturbances increased the flame
speed more than symmetric disturbances. These results are
in accordance with sketch (f).

DISCUSSION

Ten questions raised by the analytical and experimental
phases of the investigation axe discussed in this section.

1. h what respects do the experimental results and the
interpretations of the stability analysis agree ?-The areas
of a&eement are summ&ized in the following table:

fnvestfgatbnofmmltfvftyofa frame fn a
duct te tremverm vefmltydMarbanmInterpretationof atabffftyanalysis

(1) The flow ie Stabfeto SyLnrnemodls.
tnrimnms,unelableto antbyrmnetrfo
dbtnr~ A qaelhlcationismade
nmr aflemeholdertime thetwo ~
of dfslmbanlxsereeqnauyIm9tabh.

(1) The Same seam abont equally on-
skhfe to aymrnekfaandentisymmekfo
dktnrbancmnmr tlernekoldor,b more
nnstableto antkymraetrfodlstnrbanms
far from ffameholder.

(2) Inmoving alongtheflameat phese
vefmfty, a dkturbanm of given fre-
qnmoygrownuntiltheIMmewfdthbe-
mna aboat0.4of thewavelength;then
en appmmt dweyof thedfntnrbmm

(2) A dfstarbanmofgfvenfrequencytit
m% mm dmma The rrftfmfSame
wfdth where demy starts LsAfghtly
Smaflerthan that predfcted.

(3) There k a mmt-empfitlwlfi-eqnenoy
TbfcQ for the lengthsfnmdfgat~
WrsspOndstoktll=rz.

(S) There fe a mr8t-mnpfMedfreqnenay
havfnga wave namberof 6*Ju<7.

(4) The phnsavelecftyrangwfromav+
lmity W@ to themid-gagvalmfty at
theffarneholderuptelA tlnM themld-
gasvelmlty farfrem tfm_ofder.

(O The arnpll13eatfmdependsonv’/Vr..
foragivendhd&.

(4) The plmmwfmlty kbwea much 0.s
-ted omwt x the fkre’older,
where It B 10WX them the eefd-gag
veklty.

(O The ranplflleatfandependson #/l’r,.
fera givendhzM.T.

The details of the system that would define more exactly
the shortcmnings of the stability analysis as well as the
adequacies await the development of a trtienhvelocity

0123456
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/= 600CPS
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Dfstance fmm flomeholder, x, In

(n) Symmetrio disturbances Disturbance am- (b) Comwrison of symetno and aotivmmetrio flameholdera with and without
piitude,unknown ;inputsame as for figure 24 (a). - distur%nca

FIGUSE 33.—Comparieon of VT/VL obtained with flameholders for produoing symmetno and antiiymmetrio disturbance.
Flow velocity, 50 feet per second; fuel-air ratio, 0.0444.
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measuring technique that can be used in a flame zone. In
at least one instance there was evidence that a form of transi-
tion took place (see Comparison of Flame Speed with Fk&e
Appearance). The stability analysis cannot indicate when
this takes place.

2, Would the same distribution of displacement and V~-V~
with distance from the flameholder obtain if no growth oc-
curred in the flame zonekThis seems unlikely. For ex-
ample, if the input disturbance distribution simulatesa source
at the corner of the flameholder, only near the flameholder
would there be a marked transverse velocity component.
The highest frequencies would show the greatest increase in
flame speed.

3. Do eddies shed?-They certainly seem to. In figure 34
photographs of a lean flame, both shadowgraphs and direct

Shdowgmph of excited flome; frequency, /, 7ti CPS

Eddy tmil

FIQ~ 3iL-Comparison of photographs of excited flame tith eddy
trail.

photographs taken through the stroboscope, are compared
with a smoke-trace photograph of eddies shedding from a rod
at rLReynolds number of 73 (ref. 30). The appearance of
flame clearly indicates that eddy+hedding is present.

& the fuel-air ratio is increased, the range over which these
eddies appear near the flameholder narrows. Figure 35
shows a plot of frequencies at which eddies appeared against
fuel flow from lean to rich blowout. These data were ob-
tained by mcit,ing the flame at frequencies at which the con-
stant-speed stroboscope would permit observation; that is,
approximately every 100 cps.

Eddies are characterized by lobes of flame of about equal
size on either side of the flameholder. These are contrasted
to mere sinuosity of the flame. At 700 cps the lobes appeared
symmetric, indicating duct resonance at this frequency.
At 800 cps the lobe: were antisymmetric and were observed
throughout the fuel-air-ratio range. At the lean fuel-air
ratios, most of the disturbances produced eddy-shedding.

I
o Flame obsermlion wilh stroboscope
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FIGURE 35.—Observations of vortex shedding exoited by antfsymmetrio
disturbances.

4, Does the turbulent-flame propagation velooity depend
upon upstream tnrbnlence &It should. Bolz and Burlage
(ref. 11) and Mickelsen and Ernstein (ref. 12) have shown
turbulent flame speeds to be in fair agreement with Sourlock’s
theory (ref. 8), omitting flame-generating turbulence dl?ects.
These data were obtained in turbulent “soap-bubble” flames.
Thus, in addition to the effect of the instabilities mentioned
here, the incident turbulence should have an effect,

The most importaM point, howover, is that the instability
merely acts as an amplMer for a relatively nmrcnv range of
frequencies, the output within limits of the linerwizecltheory
being proportional to the input. Part of the input is, of
cou.me,the turbulent motion. The other, and in some cases
the most bportant part, is the role played by tho sound in
the duct which, upon hitting the flameholder, produces o
transverse velocity that may be subsequently amplified. In
that this sound is related to the incident turbukmco, (IIC
turbulence has an effect.

Some data on an effect of incident turbulence wero ob-
tained while explo~tig the properties of the system. l?iguro
36 shows a plot of & against distance from the flnmc-
holder z for two ikmeholder positions and two fuel-air ratios,
The table in the section on turbulence intensity and sp~ctra
shows that the turbulence intensity increases from inlet
nozzle to exhaust and from the wall to the interior of tlw
test section. Taking as representative the value of u’ mem-
ured xc inch above the flameholder lip, the values of tho
turbulence parameter u?/VLvary over a factor of 2 for th~
two flameholder positions. It is apparent that, everywhere
except near the flameholder, there is little effect of the initird
ZL’/VLvalues measured. The data are insufficient for pin-
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FIGURE 36.—Comparkm of relative flame speade at two flameholder
positions. Flow velooity, 50 feet per seaond.

pointing the muse of this lack of effect. Two surmises
appear warranted:

(1) The flame was noisier at the 9-inch position than at
tlm 6-inch position because of flameduct interaction; u’ was
measured in the absence of a flame.

(2) The turbulence found upstream of the flameholder’
was due to transition in the boundary layer. The u’ in the
boundruy layer was growing for both positions measured.
It is thought that the growth of this u’ is accelerated when
the boundary layer separates from the flameholder and quite
rapidly achieves mvalue that would be relatively insensitive
to ut prior to ss3par0tion.

Additional data on the effect of upstream turbulence were
obt~ined by putting three banks of 200-mesh screen just
upstrmm of the flameholder. Shadowgraphs of the flame
in this case with and without rL560-cPs disturbance are shown
in @me 37. Also plotted in this iigure is VdVL measured
with and without screens. In the absence of imposed dis-
turbances, VT]VL is lower with the screens th~ tithout.
Although the conditions were set for 50 feet per second, leaks
were found between the mixing section and the flameholder
for this run so that the velociw was not know-n. The reduc-
tion in VJVL is thought to be primarily due to the reduction
in u! by the presence of the screens.

It is of interest to compare the flame-speed data obtained
in this investigation with data taken in a similar apparatus.
I?igure 38 shows a comparison of V,/V~ obtained by photo-
multiplier tube with VT/V’ obtained by Scurlock (ref. 8) by
measuring a mean flame width. Because V’. was taken as

a property of the mixture, the values of VT/VLnear the

flameholder are low. The values of VJVL obt tied with
the relatively high turbulence appear higher than those ob-
tained by Scurlock. The possible displacement of the abso-
lute magnitudes of V,/V. due to the ditTerent methods used
would not warrant interpreting these data to give a quanti-
tative dependence on turbulence intensity.
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6, How does VT/VL obtained from area measurements
aompare with VT/VLtaken from photomnltiplier data?-’l%e
shndowgraphs indicate considerable wrinkhng of the flame
surface. In addition, it appears that density gradients exist
within the outer envelope of flame surface, implying heat
release there.

Since no single continuous flame surface is apparent, meas-
uring flame area from these pictnrea seems imposdde. For
the sake of comparison, however, some relative surface
extension should be of interest to those -who would
formulate a theory of turbulent flame propagation. Such
measurements were made in the following manner: The nega-
tives of a group of photographs were used to project an image
of the flame on rLscreen. The @e of a 6-inch test section
was 2X feet long. A map. measure was wed to fid the
length of the outer envelope of the group of flame images,
ignoring the obvious dem.ity gradients within the outer
envelope. Lengths were measured on the top and bottom
surface of each flame, averaged, and divided by projected
length. The resulting quotient is defied as m,..

In the following table, the ratios so obtained are compared
with the average VT/VL obtained from a photomultiplier
survey -P.:

ft%

KI

lW

am

am

0.30s

I I I I 1~

0.0444
I

o
m

=-l-+
I I I [ 1 I

In general, the trends indicated by the (VT/VJm are followed
bY the (VT/V~2g. In view of the obvious internal structure
and three-dimensional nature of the wrinkles, no argument
for or against the wrinkled flame as an adequate turbulent
flame model can be introduced.

6. How can flame speeds be predicted on the basis of
these results?-The most promising method of predicting
flame speeds would be based on an incident and amplitied
spectra, as recommended by Markstein (ref. 4). For e~-
ample: If the incident o’ spectrnrn corresponds to a scale of
turbulence L of 0.15 inch and each fieqnency is amplified as
the theory states, the spectra at &/~=0.5 and 0.25, for
l/K2=20 wonId correspond to the ones shown in iigure 39.
Between the two spectra would be a continuously shifting
spectrum. What is needed, then, is a model of flame propa-
gation that would allow for a continuously shifting spectrum
of turbulence. This model should have the advantage of
allowing for the appearance of discrete frequencies that
dominate the rest of the spectrum.

An interesting point comes up in regard to spectra. It&
seen experimentally as vrell as theoretically that very little
effect is derived horn reciting the flame at a frequency less”
than (2/3) (U/2h) or greater than 4U/2hl (see @s. 22, 32,

1
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FIGURE 39.-Speotra of inoident and flam*amplS5ed turbukmce;

s@=(~/m/(1+[(2~/mLPrl.

and 7). Therefore, for the present conditions (i. e., velocity
of 50 ft/see, 2-in. duct) the energy in the spectrum of turbu-
lence below 200 cps apparently will not increase flame
spreading.

A plot of the percentage of energy in the turbulence at nll
frequencies below f againstjL/U from reference 38 is shown
in figure 40. For an assumed scale L= (1/6)2hl, the fre-
quency below the frequency (2/3) (U/2~) represents about
35 percent of the total turbulence energy. This amount of
energy is contained in disturbances with frequency too low
to be amplified to any usable extent by the flame zone.
Similarly horn figure 40, the energy in the spectrum below
the frequency f =4 U/2~ [or f (L/U) ~ 0.66] is 85 percent of
the total turbulence energy. Thus, about 15 percent of the
turbulence energy is at frequencies too high to be appreciably
amplified by the flame zone.

E

FIaTJRE40.-Turbulence energy distribution for espcmentifd correlation
ccdlioient (ref. 38).
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The scale of isotropic turbulence that would put the largest
percentage of energy in the frequency mnge (2/3) (U/21&)<
~~~ ~~, can be found from the extreme of the quantity

In this case the amount of energy within the frequenq range
is 65 percent of the total as compared with 60 percent for
L= (1/6)2hl, 40 percent for L= (1/3)21&,and 45 percent for
L=(l/20)2h,.

7, Can the results concerning frequenoy be applied to
multiple flameholders?-If n flameholders are arranged so
that the flow field can be divided into n identical segments,
Scurlock’s results hold for each segment. The results in the
theoretical sections of this report for the stability of the flow
field apply to each segment and rely on the condition that o’
vanishes at the boundary of each segment. Although one of
several modes of instability may satisfy this condition, it is
obvious that the foregoing resultsdo not give any information

about the other modes.

To illustrate the occurrence of multiple modes, consider n

profle examined by Lin (ref. 22, pp. 219–220) where

Lln shows that the wave numbem for neutral stability of the
different modes availuble depend on the number of inflection
points in the flow and cm be given by

()(d)’= y ‘-.(m)’

The choice of l=~u yields the following profile, which is
similar to the one studied earlier in this report for a single
flameholder:

u

I

Y

Sketoh (1)

l?or this case neutral stability occurs at c&=aZ=Tfi, O.
If two flameholders are present, the following proiile may

be npprosimnted by setting 1=2~:

n n

I I
Y

Sketch (m)

l?or this case the wave numbers for neutral stabili~ of the
four modes obtained are

Two new modes appear in addition to the two for the single
proiile.

Similarly, for three flameholders,

that is, there appear four roots in addition to the two for
J= A,.

In short, the single mode investigated in this report is ap-
plicable to multiple flameholders, but only as one of several
modes that combine to give the entire instability.

8. Can the excitation at the flameholder permit inoreased
combustion rates without destroy&g the burner walls ?-Yes.
In these tests the sound level at the exhaust plane was only
93 decibels with the flame excited. lVhen the flame is
excited by the destructive duct resonance, the sound level is
of the order of 200 decibels (ref. 17).

In order to apply this type of excitation to an engine, the
control exerted herein (a speaker system) would not be
needed. Instead, the disturbance can be introduced by
suitably placed whistles, mounted on the flameholder and
driven by the flowing stream. The whistle ideally should
have a number of strong overtones and a fundamental equal
to the most sensitive frequency UO/2h. The overtones
would serve to increase the heat-release rate near the flame-
holder, while the fundamental would increase the heat-
release rate far from the flameholder.

9. What would be the sacrifbe in stability and pressure
drop for such an exoitation?-Both these penalties require
further investigation, but from work that has been done the
sacriiice does not seem great. For example, when the flame-
holder was placed % inch from the nozzle entrance and a
6-inch-long test section was installed, lean blowout at 50
feet per second occurred at a fuel-air ratio of 0.042. At a
fuel-ar ratio of 0.0453, the disturbance amplitudes required
to cause blowout were found for several frequencies. The
results are shown in figure 41. Minimum disturbance
velocity was required at 780 cps. At this condition the
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fhtmeholder without flame had an eddy-shedding frequency
of 420 cps. The E%rouhal number is thus 0.206, agreeing
well with the results of Roshko (ref. 34). The cold-duct
resonance fundamental was 1000 cps. The reason for this
result is not lmowu. The main point here, howevti, is to
show the effect of &turban= to be used for promoting
flame propagation upon flameholder stabili~. At a fuel-air
ratio of 0.047,, it was impossible to induce blowout with
speaker inputs as much as 10 times those used in the eadier
tests. The imposed disturbances will probably narrow the
stability range sIightly but not prohibitively, the amount of
narrowing depending on the frequencies imposed.

An interesting observation was made in the study of lean
blowout. As the lean-blowout fuel-air ratio was approached,
the flame emitted a low-frequency noise at 87 cps. The
average heat-release rate dropped abruptly. ~ survey with
the photomultiplier probe showed the flame to be inter-
mittently extinguished for all positions greater than % inch
downstream of the flameholder. Typical wave forms ob-
served at several stations downstream of the flameholder are
shown in the following sketch:

Wave form of
photomulliplier signol

Sketch (n)

Random photographs taken at this condition show intervals
during which no flame was present in part of the combustor
(fig. 42) .

It is curious that the flame surface facing upstream at the
break in the flame is strong and welldefined both in the
photomultiplier and the shadowgraph observations. The
flame surface facing downstream is convemely illdefied in
both methods of observation. Near the point of rupture the
photomultiplier signal is approximately symmetric. No
explanation for this is apparent. The most signi6cant
feature of these data is that this form of resonam.e accom-
panied by intermittent blowoff downstream of the sheltered
zone was the only form of excitation that reduced the heat-
release rate in the combustor. On this basis it is tempting
to generalize that all oscillations that do not cause flame
parting must increase the heat-release rate in the combustor.

For the frequency of maximum amplifmation (57o cps),
an increase of as much as 30 percent in heat release or about
0.2 percent of the kinetic energy of the flowing stream mas
obtained in the 6-inch-long combustor for an energy flux

FOR AERONAUTICS

Sound energy 6
Kinetic energy of stream‘~0

In this case the noise level at the exhaust was 93 decibels.
Another way of increasing the heat-release rate that is

indirectly suggested is to accelwate the flow locrdly or olter
the profile to a more unstable one by use of a convorgent-
divergent combustion chamber. one way these cnn bo
combined with the introduction of a o’ at the desired
frequency is to construct a combustor with a wavy wall.
Using this method of excitation would require a new experi-
mental det ermination of the desired wavelength and amplit-
ude of the waves in the wall, but would eliminate nnyt
effect on flame anchoring.

10. Can the behavior of azisymmetrio flames in oylindrioal
ducts be predicted’f-First, the steady-state problem, solved
by Scti]ock, of the cylindrical flame in a cjdindrichl duct.
yielded a _~ profile as opposed to the ~ profile for plnno
flow. If the axc part of the curved profile is assumed
parabolic, the cylindrically syriunetric disturbance equation
can be solved by elementary functions for symmetric dis-
turbances. This, however, accomplishes nothing, because
the profle is neutrally stable to symmetric disturbances.
The same result is obtained for the ~ profilo in the plane
case. l?or antisynunetric disturbances, the problem is more
complicated, and no simple solution is apparent.
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If the profile is affected by a flameholder in such ‘a way
thnt it may more nearly be approximated by a _~ prollle
composed of three straight-line segmenb and two parabolic
arcs, a range of instability for symmetric disturbances is
obtained. This profile can be compared with the corre-
sponding proiile in plane flow A. Such an analysis is
given in the appendix. A few calculations axegiven to permit
comparison with the data of figure 11, for conditions that hl
upprouches infinity and p is constant throughout. The
results are compared in the following table:

A ‘M
Cylindrical flow Plane flow

Sketch (o)

F
.!!’
%

0.1
.2

1.0

=2m5
Planeflow

22%
256
26s

2@3
242
264

The critical wa~e numbers agree quite closely. At first
glnnco, the results for plane flow seem to be a fair approxima-
tion for cylindrical flow. In order to obtain a roug~ experi-
mental verification of this supposition, a 1fi-inch-inside-
diarneter glass tube and its accommodating nozzle were
installed in place of the rectangular test section. The
& by 0.306-inch antisymmetric flameholder -was retained.
it 60 feet per second and a fuel-air ratio of 0.047, resonance-
free operation was obtained at a combustor length of 4X
inches or less. With the flameholder set to give this length,
the disturbance inputs were calibrated as before to give a
disturbance velocity of 1.S feet per second. Then the
burning run was made with the settings indicated by calibra-
tion, The flame speeds were measured by the photomulti-
plier probe plus a measurement of an average local flame
dinmeter. The results are shown in the following table:

Fre-
quenog,
f, cp9

o
m
3?-5
m
770
m

117’0
1300
1740

2.27 3.31
----- 3.&3
2m %M
ae$ 3-W
2a am
2.s 3.70
139 3.70
2w3 3.a
ao9 3.0.5

3.69
xn
3%
&w
4.2s
3.$4
3.73
3.73
X99
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FIQURE 42.-Spontanwus oscillations showing intermittent flame
interruption. Flow velocity, 50 feet per second; frequenoy, S5
cps; fuel-air ratio, 0.0444.
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The flame speed with this arrangement is almost twice
as high as with the plane burner. Part of this increase is
undoubtedly due to the disturbances introduced by the
cornem of the flameholder. The fraction burned is 20
percent at the position 4 inches from the flameholder,
corresponding to hJhl=0.7. Therefore, the frequencies in
4 inches of this duct maybe compared with those obtained
in 6 inches or more of the rectangular duct. The values of
2a&l giving the greatest increase in flame speed at the
termini of the respective ducts are, for U. of-
second,

F l-i
Fre- ZzJI,fcu

@emetry Wency, 2b1,tn. (vT/vL).”
f, cm

Plane m 2 11.95
Cyhdrlml no L5 1210

Of course, bhese data were obtained in a

50 feet per

single test,
performed to satisfy curiosity. The agreement does make it
seem likely that a carryover of about 1:1 would be feasible
in going from plane to cylindricfdly symmetric flow.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

THEORY

The flow field of a flame in a duct is unstable to transverse
disturbances having wavelengths 2.5 times the local flame
width.

The amount a given frequency disturbance will grow varies
directly as the frequency and inversely as the rate of flame
spreading dh/dx and is independent of velocity and density
ratio across the flame front. The fiequency~where maximum
velocity-disturbance growth obtains is f= (2.8/r) (UJ2hJ,
where Uo is approach velocity- and 2h, is duct width. This
maximum growth occum by the time the flame fills 64 per-
cent of the duct and implies an ampli&ation o’/uo= (1.108)1/%,
where K2= ~/&c. Frequencies higher or lower than this are
amplified less. Higher frequencies achieve their terminal
amplification at smaller values of &/hl. l?or example, a fre-
quency of (1 .5/ir) (UJ2hJ has an amplifkation of tJ’}UO=
(1.07)11% by the time the flame fills 28 percent of the duct.

By using a crude model of flame propagation, it is possible
to predict the qualitative effect that amplified disturbances
of discrete frequencies will have upon turbulent flame speed.

EXPE~

The effects of disturbances imposed at the flameholder
me in substantial agreement with those predicted by theory.

In addition. the results show:
1. Eddi~ shed from the flameholder with flame whm

suitably excited.
2. The ratio of turbulent to laminar flame speed varies

invexsely as flameholder size and directly as the ratio of
flow velocity to flame speed or the ratio of disturbance
velocity to flame speed.

3. I?otentially, the most useful theory of turbulent flame
propagation” would be based on an incident and locally
shifting spectrum of turbulence.

4. Gains in local heat-release rates can be obtained with-
out damage to walls or excewive en~rgy expenditure by
using acoustic disturbances at a flameholder.

CONCLUDING REMARKS .

In formulating a theory of turbulent flame propagation,
the form of instability that is discussed in this paper must
be taken into account, as must plane-combustion-wave in-
stability and flameholder boundaxy-layer instability. At
present it is not known whether the latter two forms of
instability can be encouraged to influence turbulent flame
propagation more than they encourage it spontaneously;
from the little evidence that is available, it appeam that
they cannot.

The type of instability discussed herein is of additional
significance because its effect on the ratio of turbulent to
laminar flame speed can be increased in some important
applications. Several me~hods of increasing this ratio am
as follows:

(1) Increase the disturbance velocity at the frequency
that the flame zone can amplify.

(2) Increase the amplification rate by locally raising tko
mean velocity in the combustor.

(3) Increase the ampli&ation rate by locally varying the
velocity profile.
A method of employing all three of these improving factom
would be to build a combustor having a wavy wrdl. Al-
though the second and third methods listed will clemly
cause an increase in pressure drop, the tit method substrm-
tially increases the heat-release rate at the cost of n very
small fraction of the kinetic emygy in the approach-stream
flow and a slight reduction in the operating range of the
flameholder.

LEWISl?LI~HTPROPULSIONLABORATORY
NATIONALADVISORYComrmrnE FORAERONAUTICS

cLEvlmMJn, @IO, octohw l& 19L57
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APPENDIX -

AXISYMMETRIC DISTURBANCES IN AXISYMMETRIC FLOW WITH DENSITY JUMPS

This appendix exmninea the st~bility of the flow field aris-
ing from a flame in a duct for axial symmetry. The results
are used in the body of the text to compare wave numbers for
neutral stability of comparable plane and axisymmetric flow
fields. The symbols are defined where used.

DISTURBAIICE EQUATION

Pillow (ref. 23) defies the quantity #as

The velocity in the z-direction is

u= u-l-u’

and in the r-direction,

where

y , I ah)v’=——> ‘u =–—
r &

(A2)

and the continuity equation is satisfied identicaUy. I?illow
shows that the disturbance equation then becomes

where

M.-$+ :$–$ (A4)

If the study is restricted to cases where Be+ ~ and D“=

~U’ (i. e., parabolic profl.les or flat proiiles), then equation

(A3) becomes

(M- C&)p=o
or

(A5)

with solutions

f9=AJl(cYr) +L’&(ar) (A6)

where 11 and K1 are mod.iiiedBessel functions of the first and
second kind. Therefore,

,Wo =~= —iqb(r)eif(’-ot)

=_~ws-@ [AII~(Cir)+J.42Kl(crr)l (A7)

and

1a(~)$Jl=——
r br

~1
=##

=%0’+= (’-”)

I

=e{a(z-et)
{r A, d@-)+:L(ar)l+

1- , -1

A2[&,(M)+K-&r)]} (As)

where the prime
argument.

denotes difFerentiation with respect to the

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Consider the following profile and density distribution:

u,
PI — /

—

—

Sketoh (p)

Let solutions to equation (A5) be denoted by n, W, m for
regions 1, 2, and 3 with demitia A, A, and ~, r~pectively.

As in the plane case, the requirements are

~=0 at hl

fi=~at & 1~=~at & (A9)

and, because of symmetry,

~=0 at r=o J

Similarly,
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Since, at r=hl,

wl=~lll (d.) +A2Kl(ahJ =0

then

I,(ahJ
“=-A’K,(&) (AlI)

At r=k,, q,=% or, with equation (AI.1),

=P2=l?lIl(altJ +l?jKl(ahJ J

Since K,(m)+ w as ar~O, l,(@)~O as ar+O, ond at r=O,
$%=0,

C*=O (A14)
since

@__ ad h’ , d
2E– ( ?p ~+u~+v ~

the -pressure conditions yield at ~ (from eqs. (A7) and (AS))

-m-ac+bu’’(a~+b)l

[ ( : i )-+KI ‘A”)=—pj (—iaC+aUJ a%+ $3

and at &

At r=h, Pi=fi or

}

P3 {[-i(ac)+i(au,)l (V&-&)}
p2=-BJl(d3)+lLKl(ahJ

(A13)

{ )
[–~(ac)+~(czuJl (&+&pi –~(&L ~

}
(AI(3)=w= Clll(ahJ + C’Xl(ahJ = P2

BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM

The following notation is used:

~l(ahl) Kl(a~)a,=.ll(a~) K,(~~l)——

B,=rl(ahz)

&=K,(ah,)

Setting u,=O (this merely alters the real part of c by ?71),the
determinantal equation for A,, B,, B2, and 0, is

al +1 –I%

o /33 /%

o

—71

=0 (A18)
o

One immediate qgsult of equation
if dU/dr vanished at either & or & in region 2, c is real for

– (U3-C)721

(A18) is to show that,

dl 4. This can be seen by setting

(9
f9,=i3s= & ~=o

and factoring c from the third row of equation (A18), or
set ting

J

I

and factoring Z7a=c from the fourth row of equation (A18) ~
Either operation leaves a determinantol equation in which
Cis wholly red.

E

d

(?G &=g’

d

(?T h,=gs }

(A19)

(A20)
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then equation (A18) can be reduced to

_caa— g?q
/L+@6q

(u3–c)72~ 93?1
— P3+(u3–c@9–

71

Cal-g#Yl— l%+@7 -
al

(U3–C)72+E 93’YI
/34+C73–MO

71

This is in the form

jc +k mc+n
=0

Oc+q Sc +W

or

=0 (A21)

..

jsc*-mo8+c(jw+k.s-mq- on)+kw-nq=O

and the discrimimmt of c is

DEj%#+k%#+W2$+ 0%#+ —2jwks-2mqon—

2jwmq–2jwon–2bmq-2kxon+4 mokw+4jsnq (A22)

If D<O, then c is complex and an unstable mode exists.
The symbols of equation (A22) me defined
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